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Russian Capacity to Develop Offshore
Oil Reserves in the Kara Sea:
Scenario Development Study
Jon Skinner
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Introduction
Last fall, 2014, Rosneft and ExxonMobil’s Arctic offshore drilling in the
University-1 prospect in the South Kara Sea penetrated into the hydrocarbon
zone and provided a preliminary indication of economically viable oil
reserves. This Arctic offshore “success” of the Rosneft - ExxonMobil
joint venture stands in contrast to Statoil’s more marginal 2014 results to
the immediate west in the Barents Sea, and as an Arctic offshore enterprise,
is an advancement beyond preliminary seismic surveys in the Russian
Chukchi Sea and Shell’s 2012 unsuccessful Chukchi exploratory drilling off
Alaska’s North Slope. Both in terms of active effort and success, as well as
by virtue of the magnitude of predicted recoverable undiscovered reserves,
Russia’s Kara Sea can be seen as the most significant unexplored region
in the Arctic Ocean for hydrocarbons, and especially traditional crude oil,
future production. Uniquely also in 2014, this globally significant Russian
Arctic offshore hydrocarbon region has been specifically impacted by
strategic foreign policy imperatives; targeted Western economic sanctions
on the Russian hydrocarbon and supporting banking enterprise as well as
key political and economic leaders. Thus, the Kara Sea is in the forefront of
global energy strategies, but is also a foreign policy concern of high order.
What does and does not develop in terms of hydrocarbon extraction in the
Kara Sea will likely be a strong trend indicator for the oil and gas industry in
the Arctic offshore regions generally, in Russia specifically; and in terms of
the character of hydrocarbon development on the geographic and technology
frontiers---globally. But an analysis of the viability of Russian success in the
development of its hydrocarbon resources in the Kara Sea is more than an
energy policy question. It is proposed that such a detailed, comprehensive
interdisciplinary assessment can provide insight into the nature of Russia’s
relative strategic stability, rise or decline.
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This paper is a synopsis of initial interdisciplinary PhD dissertation work
with the University of Alaska Fairbanks. The intent of this first phase of the
effort is to begin to identify and differentiate between key drivers (independent variables) that can influence future change from the predetermined elements (dependent variables or antecedent conditions) that can be assumed to
hold relatively constant in scenario construction as well as the unmasking of
critical uncertainties (hypothesis development). This approach of scenario
development is taken from Peter Schwartz’s pioneering The Art of the Long
View in which a scenario is defined as “…a tool for ordering one’s perceptions about alternative future environments in which one’s decisions might be
played out” (Schwartz, 1996). Within the use of a qualitative case study construct from Geography (Clifford, 2010), the building and iterative evaluation
of 30 year scenarios focused on the success or failure of Russian development
of the offshore hydrocarbon reserves in the Kara Sea will be augmented by
expert interviews and a workshop. The ambition is to provide future scenarios for hydrocarbon extraction in the Kara Sea to add insight to the inherent
broader geopolitical questions.

Background: The Kara Sea in context
The prognosis and its timeline for hydrocarbon development in the Kara
Sea region lends itself to study for a number of unique and cross disciplinary
values predating and superseding the more topical issue of the 2014 Western
sanctions on Russian energy ventures. The viability of Russian success is
more than an energy policy question. Climate change trends have increased
seasonal ice free zones as well as the length of the seasons themselves, especially in Arctic Eurasia, which includes the Kara Sea and Russia’s traditional
Northern Sea Route (NSR). But within the scenario timelines envisioned of
30 years, though climate change can be seen as a predetermined element, it
may nonetheless best be viewed as a key driver due to the significance of the
impact and of the difficulty of assuredly forecasting short term effects. For
Russia the Kara Sea and its hydrocarbon reserves is a frontier region central
to a national strategy of expansion of energy production. Export of hydrocarbons is seen as a critical element in the re-establishment and sustainable
5
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geopolitical relevance envisioned by the current regime (Strategic, 2013).
Russia’s greatest hydrocarbon potential, are the undiscovered but recoverable hydrocarbon reserves in the Arctic Ocean. In comparative numbers, the
Arctic itself has 13% of the world’s remaining undiscovered reserves of oil
and 30% of the Natural Gas (NG) (Gautier, 2009). The greatest proportion of
these undiscovered hydrocarbon reserves are within Russia’s Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) on its Arctic continental shelf, and the Kara Sea region is
considered to have the richest hydrocarbon reserves of all. In short, the Kara
Sea reserves are the largest unexploited hydrocarbon potential remaining in
the Russian Federation. In a more governmental, international administrative and policy lens, Kara Sea hydrocarbon exploration, infrastructure development and extraction is likely to raise the already significant importance
the Central State places on the management and regulation of its NSR and
continued hegemony in its littoral Arctic regions. It is argued that the sheer
size of the Kara Sea hydrocarbon fields, particularly of oil, is of a predictive magnitude great enough to impact the progression or regression of the
Russian economy, and thereby impact Russian strategic policy decisions and
interactions with the global community.
Rosneft has released figures of a potential 30 to 40 billion barrels of reserves in the Southern Kara Sea with predictions for significantly more in
the more remote northern waters. This equates roughly to the size of Libya’s
proven reserves, for example, though due to the technological and logistical techniques required, these Kara Sea reserves would be at much higher
unit cost (Piskarev, 2012). In short, the Kara Sea reserves are the largest
unexploited hydrocarbon potential remaining in the Russian Federation. But
Russian policy intent, and multi-billion dollar investment, including Western commercial partners such as ExxonMobil which have been paying all
exploratory costs until hydrocarbons are “found,” does not ensure success
(Henderson, 2014). There are strong undercurrents of skepticism that the
Russians may not achieve offshore hydrocarbon production at the pace and
or the scale they envision (Gustafson, 2012). Russia’s capacity to recover
and maintain great power status will very likely depend on her ability to gain
and sustain massive capital investment, the most advanced technologies existing, and maintain collaboration with foreign industry to extract these offshore
Arctic hydrocarbons.
6
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Figure (1.) General orientation of the Kara Sea.
Source: worldatlas.com
(Provided at the end of volume on the page 72)
A general geographic orientation of the Kara Sea is provided above in
figure (1.) and the specific lease areas in the South Kara Sea are illustrated
in figure (2.) Note: EPNZ-1 is the area of the 2014 drilling. A good spatial
benchmark is to consider that these lease areas in the South Kara are together
proportional in size to the entire North Sea of the United Kingdom.
Figure (2.) Location and scale of South Kara Sea licenses
Source: Petroleum Insights: January 2011
(Provided at the end of volume on the page 72)
For global energy strategic planners, success or failure in the Kara Sea is
a prototype at the heart of traditional crude oil extraction potential; probably
until mid-century.
Furthermore, neither the challenges of the Arctic geography nor the energy market required for a sustained development of these offshore reserves is
in a static state. The speed and specific effects of global warming on the characteristics of the ice pack and the NSR is hard to predict, but there is strong
scientific consensus that there will be a dramatic reduction in the summer ice
pack off the Russian coast well within the timeframe of currently planned
Arctic offshore hydrocarbon development (next 30 years) (AMSA,2). This
has energized exploration to frontier offshore regions. It has also accelerated
an Arctic priority in national strategies and international forums. Negative environmental impacts of hydrocarbon exploitation in the Kara Sea would likely
have global policy ramifications independent to a degree, of actual quantifiable environmental degradation, e.g. a massive oil spill. Failure by the oil and
gas industries best practices and the Russian state to mitigate damage to what
is a fragile and critical Arctic habitat would likely render hydrocarbon extraction in other frontier regions, significantly more difficult for International Oil
Corporations (IOCs) as well as for Russia. The direct economic contributions
to the global economy of exploitation of Kara Sea hydrocarbons is likely not
a game changer; but the technological sophistication it will require and the
7
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level of cooperation and integration needed between the most technologically
advanced foreign oil and gas corporations and Russian partners --- could well
be for Russia.

Global oil market impact on development timeline
Writing in late December of 2014, with crude oil prices falling to near $50
a barrel, the viability of many pioneering Arctic offshore, as well as unconventional hydrocarbon projects has been called into question. Statoil’s Johan
Castberg project investment strategy, for example, was reportedly based on a
$90-110 a barrel benchmark range as were the development plans of many other IOCs, National Oil Corporations (NOCs) and governments in frontier northern offshore regions (Koranyi, 2014). Market conditions and the current price,
matters, certainly for short term investment; but arguably less than generally
imagined for strategic planning or scenario development. ExxonMobil began
focusing on supply as a key driver or variable in their strategic planning as far
back as 2000. Forecasting the future price of oil was determined just too volatile a variable to add value. Looking backward from the year 2000 at the Exxon
forecast 20 year before (done in 1980) it was evident they had achieved some
success in one of the most tumultuous oil markets in the last half century. They
accurately projected supply within in one percentage point. But they were off
the mark in predicting price. As described by Steve Coll:
They had been wildly off, however, in forecasting oil prices…they had
badly underestimated the pace at which technological improvements…would
make it easier over time to find new deposits of oil, increasing the global
supply and tamping down prices….geopolitical disruptions played such an
important role in the price of oil that normal forecasting based on supply and
demand equilibrium was not realistic to pursue (Coll, 2012, 306).
Therefore, somewhat paradoxically, the market price of oil is best viewed
as not a critical question for the construction of this Kara Sea scenario study,
admittedly perhaps, because it cannot be determined or projected with any
sense of validity. Its volatility and unpredictability, perhaps, is in itself a predetermined element but not any particularly price level or benchmark. The
hydrocarbon industry itself uses market price in their investment strategies
8
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with methodologies like Monte Carlo modeling, which contribute valuable
detail, and can be seen as a driver, which at a minimum form part of the antecedent conditions, but not, it is argued in this study, a key scenario driver.
Rather it is the global supply of oil that is a key driver not the price.
In addition to environmental changes and advancement in specific technologies making the Kara Sea more accessible, it is relative global hydrocarbon scarcity, especially traditional crude oil, that has induced heightened
investment in infrastructure and exploration in offshore Arctic hydrocarbon
extraction. This holds especially true for the largest (or super major) IOCs
which witnessed the loss of control of their biggest reserves to the National
Oil Corporations (NOCs) around the world (the size of claimed reserves for
publicly traded IOCs like ExxonMobil impact stock trading price). That pattern, in a sense, began dramatically near 100 years ago in Russia itself with
the Bolshevik revolution. Over time, as more readily exploitable reserves
pass their peak production and decline, exploration globally expands to previously inaccessible, technologically unviable or otherwise economically
unrecoverable hydrocarbon frontier regions such as the Kara Sea. With the
preponderance of Arctic hydrocarbons, Russia finds itself uniquely positioned
to take advantage of this shift in the global resource economy. Energy economists argue for the primacy of new oil production from previously unexploited reserves as the causal factor for the sustainability of the existing global
economic system. The system model that has brought prosperity to the First
World, and that has offered hope for the Third, is increasingly unsustainable
from this world view. Oil production has already passed its peak (known as
peak oil under Hubbert’s Law or Curve) in most of the world’s know reserves
and therefore the supply of oil will increasingly be unable to meet demand
(Reynolds 2010, 151).
Bridge and Le Billon in their political economy study, Oil, writing from a
world view with more hope in a future with a politically repressed hydrocarbon demand than that envisioned by many energy economists, point out that
for most of the previous century; “…exploration activity and investment in
existing fields ‘produced’ reserves faster than they were recovered…”(Bridge,
2013, 10). However they contend this is no longer the case with traditional
crude oil production techniques. But Energy Economics would predict future
increasing hydrocarbon demand based on the underlying principal of Energy
9
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Return on Investment (EROI). Hydrocarbons have the highest EROI relative to alternatives and therefore will remain the most desired energy source
globally. And demand is not static, but on a rapid rise, only impacted on the
margins by alternative energy and conservation efforts in the more advanced
global Western European economies. Therefore because of the underlying
macro-economics, the First world has lost control of its economic destiny.
Writes Vagit Alekperov, long the president of LUKoil, in his history Oil of
Russia:
…despite the benefits of a more interconnected world economy, this new
era of globalization and development is not without its own consequences.
…. World energy consumption is growing rapidly, by an average of 20% per
decade over the last 30 years… Indeed … if governments continue present
policies, global energy demand in 2030 will be 50% higher than it is today.
Developing economies will account for 74% of the growth in demand, with
China and India accounting for 45% (Alekperov 2011, iv).
The Hubbert Curve is a useful tool for analysis but its value to scenario
development for Kara Sea hydrocarbon futures, is not by providing a mathematical certainty that the world is indeed going to run out of oil, but rather to
assist in accentuating that oil supply globally within the scenario timeline is a
key driver---not market price. There are significant other factors that impact
hydrocarbon activity, such as national laws, and in some cases, international
treaties and regulations. When applying Hubbert’s theory it is also significant to emphasize that once past peak oil production decreases independent
of market demand. There is considerable debate over when this will occur
worldwide, perhaps in the next decade, perhaps within a few, but less debate
over the fact that it will indeed occur (Reynolds, 2011, 131). Thus a supply
shortage of traditionally recoverable crude oil, coupled with the diminishing
reserves owned and controlled by the biggest IOCs, like ExxonMobil, who
also have the greatest technological capacity, foretell that it is a safe bet that
oil exploration and activity in new frontier regions like the Kara Sea, over the
long term, is more likely to be on and upward rather than a downward trend.
It should also be pointed out that the Hubbert’s Curve, did not actually closely
follow its traditional bell shape shown in figure (3.) below for the U.S. mar10
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ket in 1970s, for example, largely due to increased efficiency, technique and
conservation efforts which flattened and delayed the decline portion of the
graphed cycle (Reynolds, 2011).
Figure (3.) Hubbert Peak Oil Curve depicting global oil production cycle
Source: Oil and Gas Journal 2013
(Provided at the end of volume on the page 73)
The fracking innovations and other non-traditional recovery methods that
have manifested in the North American hydrocarbon industry within the last
five years are dramatic in the short term and can probably be identified as
the most significant driver in the collapse of the market price of oil in the
latter half of 2014. But at this phase of the study and development of Kara
Sea scenarios, they are not as readily identifiable key drivers as is global oil
supply. Non-traditional techniques generally have much shorter production
cycles and higher EROIs. Their impact, however, can be expected to be more
significant on NG and Liquid National Gas (LNG) exploration and development within the Kara Sea region, as well as globally, than oil.
The Kara Sea in addition to her oil riches, is also world class in predicted
NG reserves which are a geological extension of the inland West Siberian
hydrocarbon fields that have been in production for 50 years (Piskarev, 2012).
Extraction of these gas reserves in the offshore Arctic, and specifically the
Kara Sea region, is a clearly stated objective of the Russian Federation. Gas
extraction and LNG export is deeply tied to the current major infrastructure
investments there in the Sabetta LNG port, inland pipeline, and terminal facility on the Yamal Peninsula (which protrudes into the South Kara Sea) as well
as integral to the refurbishment of the NSR as the backbone of Russia’s Arctic
strategy (Strategic, 2013). But the gas market has different fundamentals
than crude oil and lacks the transportability and global market liquidity that
characterize crude oil.
Natural gas, unlike oil, has been traded regionally and the market price
varies widely around the globe. This is due to the much higher transportation costs incurred. If the demand, the consumer, is not relatively close to the
region where the gas is produced, it has been historically un-economical, generally dramatically so, to transport, unlike its much denser crude oil cousin
11
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which has been shipped around the world at very competitive cost for a century. But technological and market advancements offers a new global market
opportunity for LNG, unlike the regionally, pipeline bound NG, but LNG
requires significant heavy investment on both the distribution and receiving
end as well as a fleet of specially built LNG tankers. Though LNG is changing the gas market in the last 5 to 10 years as it offers a form of competition to
the fixed pipeline hubs, the capital transformative process cost required will
makes it hard for LNG to compete in geographical regions which have their
own NG reserves and production (Reynolds, 2011). But for the purposes of
this Kara Sea study, the significant point is that while a shortage of the traditional crude oil, the most valuable of all hydrocarbons due to its EROI value
and transportability is a supply deficiency key driver; gas supply is not. The
magnitude of Kara Sea oil reserves and the potential export value have strategic ramifications for the Russian Federation; but the huge gas reserves do
not, at least until mid-century. Therefore, global oil but not gas supply can
be identified as a key driver within the 30 year scenario timeline of the Kara
Sea construct.

Regulatory nature of Kara Sea:
Indisputably a Russian strategic concern
Russia controls the preponderance of hydrocarbon resources in the Arctic.
Faced with these dynamics, the most significant portion of Arctic hydrocarbon development will be under, and deeply characterized by, Russian governance. That governance can best be considered a predetermined element that
will prioritize hydrocarbon extraction commensurate with the strategic level
priority of the political leadership, on par or superior to any other. Regulation
and control of the hydrocarbon industry is a very hands on Central State concern. From arguably initial relative indifference and incoherence under Yeltsin the Russian Federation under President Putin throughout his multi-terms
has methodically and systematically emphasized establishing control of Russian oil resources (gas always remained primarily under Central State control)
as the critical step necessary for Russia’s resurgence as a major power, and
continues to transcend all spectrums of its domestic and international policy
12
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(Gustafson, 2012). Russia’s sustained dependence on resource extraction
which provides over two thirds of her export earnings (World Bank, 2013) can
partly be understood by what economists term “Dutch Disease.” This predominance of hydrocarbons in the overall economy characterizes the influx
of large hydrocarbon revenues on a nation’s overall economy. In the protocase of the Netherlands in the 1960s and 1970s, newly introduced natural gas
wealth raised the value of the guilder, and thereby significantly suppressed
investment and export of other Dutch industry (Rudd, 1996). This economic
model is often used to explain similar, often more stark economic conditions
in the less developed world with a disproportional percentage of the economy
based on extractive industries. It also a relevant construct to consider current
macro-economic conditions though Russia scientific base and historic relative
power in the world mitigate extending this economic model too far.
Within a Political Science International Relations theory framework, a realist lens would view Russia’s geopolitical capacity, or inherent nation-state
strength, with supporting research form Energy Economics, as highly correlated to in its hydrocarbon energy sector. This has endured as a constant
through the Czarist, Soviet and the current Putin regime (Alekperov, 2011).
The strategic criticality of the hydrocarbon sector to modern Russia is a lineal
descendant of the Soviet Union. However, from Energy Economics, Reynolds
and Kolodziej challenge the conventional scenario that the Soviet Union’s collapse was primarily the result of general economic stagnation and a resulting
political devolvement to nationalist democratic movements. They also challenge the theory that the U.S. Cold War military buildup, with which the Soviet
system could not keep pace, forced its collapse. Rather, they posit that it was
an oil production collapse which preceded the economic stagnation which was
the primary causal factor in the Soviet Union’s demise (Reynolds, 2006). Neoclassical realists like Leon Aron, place the survival of the Putin regime, with all
its domestic and international policies in the balance, directly dependent on oil
and gas expansion to currently undeveloped regions. An inability to continue
to grow its economy without success in the expansion of its undeveloped hydrocarbon reserves would be devastating to its ability to maintain the loyalty of
its political power base (Aron, 2013). But it would be more prudent, in terms
of scenario construction, to limit the predetermined element to the criticality of
energy expansion to the Central State, and not a specific political order.
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The Putin “doctrine” deemed it vital to recover control of the privatized
oil sector and the lost rents (taxes and royalties) in the early 2000s, which it
considers along with natural gas (never significantly privatized) as the “crown
jewels” and the critical component of Russia’s strategic resurgence from the
default and shame of the late 1990s. Before his rapid ascendance from midlevel bureaucrat to President, Vladimir Putin’s doctoral thesis outlined a more
powerful Russian state that could only be financed through Russia’s extractive industries. He identified as did others, the necessity of a reliance on these
industries, to rebuild the lost power of the then humiliated Central State and
its bureaucracies, such as the KGB (now FSB) from which he himself came
(Gustafson, 2012). The Russian Federation’s capacity to adequately recover
and maintain great power status will likely continue to depend on the ability
to gain fairly massive capital investment, the most advanced technologies
existing, and maintain collaboration with foreign industry to extract these offshore Arctic hydrocarbons; which in scenario development terms can be seen
as a critical uncertainty (or a hypothesis worthy of a structured evaluation).
Further, and somewhat surprisingly, this vulnerability of Russia’s strategic
Arctic hydrocarbon extraction objectives, dependent on foreign willingness
to provide the necessary investment capital and technology is candidly acknowledged, even by President Putin: “…Russia lack[s]…modern technical
means and technologies for exploration and development of offshore hydrocarbon fields in the Arctic” (Strategic, 2013, 3).
In Putin’s first two presidential terms the oil industry was wrestled back
from foreign firms as well as recently risen Russian oligarch’s who failed to
yield to State prerogatives as determined by the Kremlin. The dismantlement of
Mikhail Khodorkovsky’s rebuilt, and emerging as highly internationally transparent, Yukos oil firm being the most dramatic example of the latter. Western
IOCs also had to adjust to a changed regulatory regime. Conoco (later ConocoPhillips) for example, who had invested in Barents Sea development, “…
found themselves having to pay 20 different taxes” (Goldman, 2010, 85). Additionally, one of their field projects was arbitrarily given to a Russian firm.
Coinciding with an overall political deterioration between Russia and the West,
in 2008 a law was passed forbidding majority ownership of significant ventures
in strategic industries. In 2006, Russia forced Royal Dutch Shell out of its
controlling share of the LNG project Sakhalin-2 after $9-11 billion had been
14
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invested (Aron, 2013). ExxonMobil currently owns only a third of the Joint
venture with-Rosneft (which includes the Kara Sea leases) but the agreement
is structured in such a way that allows ExxonMobil to book reserves on its balance sheet and has a purposely designed favorable tax structure for IOCs investing in Arctic and other frontier regions (Henderson, 2014).
Russian Arctic offshore oil exploration and production is also exclusively
a Central State regulation and tax issue as it is not subject to direct regional or
indigenous peoples’ capacity to tax, regulate or influence. By Putin’s second
presidential term the devolution of power under Yeltsin to the regions was
reversed and the Central State, dominated by the presidential administration,
which re-established control. After 2007, all revenue money from oil and
returned to the Center, to the Russian Federation, not to the Regions or new,
larger, Administrative Divisions. Regional communities, such as in the Yamal-Nenets Autonomous Okrug on the South Eastern shores of the Kara Sea,
must negotiate with oil and gas companies on voluntary grounds (Osipov,
2012). The most important two bureaucracies regulating Russia’s hydrocarbon industries are the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment and
the Federal Service for Environmental Technology and Nuclear Surveillance
Issues. It is worth noting that the Central State has retained actual ownership
of sub-surface hydrocarbons from the days of the czars. Formal regulations
allow extraction and use under multiple arrangements but this “use” can be
restricted for national security or natural environmental concerns (Morozova,
2013). Russian regulatory policy concerning hydrocarbon development in
the Kara Sea is and will remain at the core of Russian strategic policy. There
is little likelihood that key decision making will devolve to administrative
institutions, regional government or suffer benign neglect; for scenario development should be considered a predetermined element.
International regulatory and Arctic policies:
impact on Kara Sea development
Historically, distinctions that have characterize the Russian hydrocarbon
industry are a relative lack of the most-advanced offshore techniques (compared to the best of the IOCs) and in general a lack of adherence to a steady
15
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and consistent legal enforcement standard (Transparency international ranks
Russia 136 out of 175 counties in its corruption perception index (Transparency, 2014)). Both of these characterizations stand as predetermined elements within Kara Sea scenarios. That lack of adherence is primarily a result
of inefficiency and instability in the political system from which it operates
within. In Russia, this is particularly true of smaller companies and subcontractors where there is much incentive to cut corners. Ebinger’s 2014
Brookings policy brief paraphrases an expert’s view from with the oil and gas
industry:
…in Russia, while large companies are fairly effective and conscious environmental stewards, It is the projects of smaller Russian companies where
problems arise…one of the biggest problems the oil and gas industry confronts today in Russia is the activities of sub-contractors, where performance
schedules are often tight and who are incentivized to cut corners while operating in highly vulnerable marine environments….Another problem is that the
break-up of vertically integrated companies has led to more outsourcing of
project management with oversight becoming very lax (Ebinger, 2014, 46).
Nonetheless, hydrocarbon extraction in the Russian Arctic offshore region is not envisioned as a domestic enterprise by the Russian Federation.
It will require sustained and significant engagement with foreign industrial
enterprises, with an objective of export capital earnings in an international
market. Therefore, the norms of that market, and the rigor of regional and
international governance regimes could be key drivers in determining success or failure of hydrocarbon extraction objectives. But political economists
Writ Bridge and Le Billon in characterizing the oil and gas industry write,
“… governance institutions are thinly developed at the international level….”
(Bridge, 2013, 155).
With the challenge above as a contextual framework, the following is a discussion of “governance” applicable to the exploitation of Russia’s Kara Sea
hydrocarbon reserves and how they might contribute in a scenario construct. A
good departure for a global perspective for policy analysis for problems beyond
the borders of any one state is developed by Kate O’Neill in her Environment
and International Relations: “most simply, global environmental governance
consists of efforts by the international community to manage and solve shared
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environmental problems” (O’Neill, 2009, 3-4). Russian Federation resource
policy which will regulate offshore hydrocarbon development in the Kara Sea
is often portrayed as immature and underdeveloped in comparison to the other
five Arctic littoral states or eight members of the Arctic Council (AC). Political Science has applied much effort on refining collective governance concepts
particularly applicable to viewing Arctic environmental matters in a regional or
global “commons” lens. Bjorn Hassler describes lassitude, in his study of Russian participation in a collective aerial reconnaissance monitoring regime for oil
spill violators in the Baltic which resulted in the expenses falling to the Swedes,
Germans and Poles (Hassler, 2011).
Region Building has provided a common conceptional base, especially
by Northern Europeans, to address concerns with an in the Russian Arctic.
Russian cooperative engagement with Arctic nations on issues specific to the
Arctic, such as in the AC and the Barents-Euro Arctic Council (BEAC), has
been significantly more conciliatory than on geopolitical issues elsewhere
(though the last nine months of 2014 brought indications that this trend may
have reached its end). These geographically exclusive forums employ collaborative region building or “constructivist” policy agendas to establish environmental controls, safety and scientific study.
Region building efforts have been of special notice in the Northern regions
since the end of the Cold War writes, Lassi Heininen in the Arctic Human Development Report: “…the collapse of the Soviet Union permitted a dramatic
change in the circumpolar North ….When we include cooperation in environmental protection, indigenous peoples’ affairs and science, this trend can be
described as region building (Heininen 2004, 209). Areas of contention such
as sovereignty claims, strategic military issues, economic or energy policies
are excluded as are active and full participation by nations outside the Arctic
and Barents Sea regions. Additionally, Russia had consistently supported the
legitimacy of United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)
as the means to resolve Arctic sovereignty disputes and participated as well
with the other four Arctic littoral states, the US, Canada, Norway and Denmark (Greenland) in the signing of the 2008 Illulissat Declaration committing
to diplomatic resolutions. It could be argued that Russia perceives herself as
the de facto dominant player, exclusive of non-regional rivals, and therefore
champions the role and functions of the AC and other Arctic forums.
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But will Region Building work as a tool for shaping Russia’s offshore Arctic oil exploitation? Specifically will it be effective where the largest reserves
lie, in the Kara Sea? To assess the potential effectiveness of a constructivist
approach, comparison with the Barents Sea could be illustrative. The BEAC
and the AC could in part, both be viewed as region building efforts. But
perhaps BEAC structure holds theoretical special promise for ensuring environmental safeguards in Arctic hydrocarbon extraction. The BEAC, like
the AC specifically excludes hard security matters including economic policy and does not encompass any offshore zone. Unlike the AC however, the
BEAC encompasses collective component layers below the central state, and
therefore could influence collaborative norms in those lower layers of government. This could be especially helpful from a constructivist view if Russia
at the state level is expected to resist constraints on strategic priorities like
energy production or regulation. Offshore hydrocarbon development is more
advanced in the Barents Sea (especially gas) than the Kara Sea to the east.
Reserves have been easier to access as the Barents Sea is largely ice free and
also has significantly more supporting infrastructure. Therefore cooperative
development with Russia has been a focus of Norway’s government and its
majority owned Statoil, especially in the Barents Sea, where it shares a newly
resolved maritime international boundary line.
The real promise in theory of a BEAC like forum would be to incorporate
and provide a voice for regional, sub-regional and cross national institutions
with a stake in environmentally sound development. But the Kara Sea shares
no international borders. Therefore it would be difficult to imagine emerging
entirely within Russia, and still allow for open and collective participation
by an international element; perhaps even harder to duplicate as a cross level
entirely domestic one. It is therefore assessed that Region Building’s effect
on Russian policy for the Kara Sea is likely to be marginal as hydrocarbon
extraction policy choices are a Central State strategic level concern. Though
not identifiable as a key scenario driver, constructivist approaches can have an
impact on the supporting, tertiary aspects of Russian offshore oil production,
such as in reinforcing and refining maritime safety codes and environmental
standards and their enforcement as a collective enterprise.
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International corporate and investment responsibility:
viable leverage?
Historically, Western oil firms have played a critical role in the Russian
hydrocarbon industry from its beginnings under the Czars to the present day.
Russia’s oil industry ashore has passed peak oil and has been in decline itself for years. This has been somewhat obscured by the infusion of private,
mostly foreign investment and technologies in the early to mid-2000s, but
cannot be sustained without extracting the potential of its Arctic offshore reserves (Gustafson 2012). But IOCs are susceptible to adverse international
or domestic opinion in their own country, whether due to an oil spill or other
pollution event in the Arctic. As demonstrated by the current sanction regime,
populist opinion and/or legal directives from their host countries could continue to limit or prohibit continued participation in Russian joint ventures in
the Kara Sea or other frontier hydrocarbon regions. This capacity to impact
the timeline of hydrocarbon development and its character should be seen as
a key driver. Perhaps leveraging these non-Russian business institutions lies
the most effective path to moderate Russian energy policy. But this leverage
should not be overstated. A review of the business cycle over the last 10
years reveals a Russia that has displayed the upper hand, routinely forcing
out corporations like Exxon, Shell and BP when it was in its interest to do so,
with negligible compensation. And there is a recurring pattern over the last
hundred and fifty years to welcome Western production oil assistance when
absolutely necessary, always within a vision to regain control at the earliest
possible opportunity. By law Russian corporations must have a majority share
of any joint venture. The biggest oil and gas corporations (Rosneft and Gazprom) are now state controlled so essentially any major involvement by Western corporations will be in a partnership with the Central State. Nevertheless,
little else is likely to have more sway on inducing the Russian Federation to
make environmentally sensitive choices for the Arctic, when it is not their
priority to do so, then the carrot of Western oil and gas industry assistance.
These influences on IOC practices has emerged in the last 20 years, and
are outside traditional geopolitical diplomatic statecraft. As Bridger and Billion illustrate, “Increasingly shareholder value is tied to a companies’ performance on environmental and social grounds: the BP Deepwater Horizon
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explosion, for example, decreased the market valuation of BP by U.S.$100
billion” (Bridge, 2013, 62). An IOCs environmental records can impact competiveness in acquiring new licenses. “The business of producing oil has
been increasingly entangled with broader social issues like climate change,
human rights, and financial speculation” (Bridge, 2013, 62). Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) standards are now integral to operational planning
at ExxonMobil and the other major IOCs as well as acceptance of the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative which seeks, especially for the most
poor and less developed hydrocarbon exporting states, to allow more political
transparency of the uses of earned revenues from IOC extraction (Coll, 2013).
Therefore, international opinion as as well as domestic in specific populations
where IOCs are based, could significantly limit their continued participation
in Russian joint ventures; to include the Kara Sea.

Direct policy action: Impact of punitive sanctions
on Kara Sea Development
The potential for influencing the character of Russian Arctic offshore development by leveraging Russia’s lack of capacity is evident. That Russia
needs foreign technology and investment to succeed, and that it is a component of its Arctic strategy, is significant. But transforming lack of Russian
capacity into international policy leverage will be complex as it is oil and gas
corporations that have the desired capital and technology, not governments.
The current sanction regime established in 2014 by the U.S., the E.U. and
other leading hydrocarbon nations such as Norway, have targeted the Russian oil and gas sector as a means to induce different Russian foreign policy
choices in the Crimea and the Ukraine; not for a sustained and sound Arctic
hydrocarbon development policy. The sanctions implemented by the West
are a direct action impacting Russian energy policy for a global geopolitical
purpose; not a specifically Arctic or regional one. Nor are they economic
embargos that negatively impact Russian offshore oil projects in a general
way; they specifically target these projects. To that point, the U.S. round
of sanctions in September 2014 prematurely shutdown, by design, Rosneft
and ExxonMobil’s joint venture company Karmorneftegaz’s contracted Kara
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Sea drilling operation in progress at the University–1 Prospect (Baker, 2014).
ExxonMobil’s CEO, personally lobbied the U.S. executive branch to allow
for continuation of operations until October 10, 2014, citing safety shutdown
concerns (ExxonMobil, 2014). Russia also has had a critical need for capital
investments from abroad to develop her reserves of Arctic gas and oil even
before the dramatic events of 2014, as her capacity for Central State assisted
funding has steadily declined since the 2008 market crash.
The duration, severity and long term direct impact of the current sanction
regime for Kara Sea hydrocarbon development is difficult to discern but will
likely prove to be scenario key driver. But it is more likely that the character of the business relationships between the leading Russian corporations
engaged in Kara Sea hydrocarbons (to include the major gas projects like
Sabetta LNG), such as Rosneft and Novatek and their IOC partners such as
ExxonMobil, Total, will prove to be one of the most significant critical uncertainties bearing on the prospect of success or failure over the 30 year scenario
timeline.
Russia also has and can be expected to continue to attempt to mitigate the
impact of sanctions by compensating the corporate and banking “victims” of
the sanctions. And unlike 2008 or the late 1990s, the Russian Central Government is in a stronger position with fiscal reserves of near half a trillion dollars
as well as having acquired since those early economic crises a more developed business acumen (Stratfor, 2014). But currently the impact of sanctions
on Russians energy sector, coupled with the continued drop in the price of
oil (largely the result of and reaction to the resurgent production in North
America) has led to official recognition of a recession for 2015 by the Russian
Finance Ministry (Abromov, 2014).
Indications are, as should be expected, that Rosneft with support from
the Central State will continue efforts without its U.S. current joint venture
partner, if necessary, seeking other partners. A shift to partners in China or
Venezuela for example has featured heavily in the press. But ExxonMobil
is generally considered the most proven of the super-major IOCs in bringing together the best in technology and management for the world’s biggest
industrial projects (Coll, 2013). Therefore if sanctions curtail ExxonMobil’s
long term commitment to Russian offshore joint ventures, there should be a
discernable negative impact, even if mitigated by other IOC or even NOCs
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within a Kara Sea scenario construct. The capacity of alternative hydrocarbon industry partners to replicate the Western super-major IOCs in Russian
Arctic extraction objectives, in a sustained sanction regime, is another critical
uncertainty that needs development (hypothesis refinement).

Conclusion
This study was an attempt to provide a base for scenario development of
hydrocarbon development futures in Russia’s Kara Sea. It is hoped some of
the key drivers have been differentiated from predetermined elements and
that the work of refining the critical uncertainties has well begun. With an
interdisciplinary approach, other drivers will be developed and integrated to
account for climatic changes, and the major economic, social and political
impacts on hydrocarbon extraction in this Arctic region. The ambition is for
final scenario refinement to come from surveys of leading experts and workshops.
In general, as the preeminent, but preliminary concluding thought: hydrocarbon energy alternative and conservation efforts in relatively wealthy
nations alone will have difficulty in suppressing demand driven by the potent
political claim of the still developing populations to achieve a standard of
living commensurate with the more advanced countries; hydrocarbons will
remain for them the optimal energy choice and pressure hydrocarbon extraction to frontier regions like the Kara Sea for the duration of the scenario.
Successful development of Russia’s Arctic hydrocarbons is strategically
vital to Russia, as well as politically critical to Central State leadership. The
technology and capital needed to develop these hydrocarbons in the offshore
Arctic is a vulnerability for Russian objectives. Though not the focus, and not
fully developed in this paper, there is a strong historical record in Russia of
resistance to foreign pressure that may impact how the dramatic 2014 geopolitical events impacting Russian hydrocarbon expansion eventually plays out.
As Issac Duetscher concluded in his seminal 1949 biography of Stalin, his
leadership method was more comparable with Ivan the Terrible than his twentieth century peers, but it did keep Russia (the USSR) intact through WWII.
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I. Introduction
The province of Newfoundland and Labrador is undergoing an economic,
social, and cultural transformation, due in no small part to extractive industries such as oil and mineral mining. Yet even as some areas of the province
have seen obvious economic benefits – specifically urban areas – many rural
communities express disaffection over perceived neglect and uneven development, even as it is rural or otherwise peripheral regions of the province
where resources are being extracted. Industrial developments can give rise
to cultures of resistance, which function in various ways and take different
forms. Forms of resistance are influenced by proximity (real or imagined) to
industrial developments, as well as social aspects such as class and ethnicity,
among other factors. Forms of resistance can be understood as a backdrop
to industrial development, acting as an indicator of the impact of extractive
industries on the social fabric of communities.
Offshore oil and gas has rapidly expanded in Newfoundland and Labrador
since the mid-1980s, with companies like ExxonMobil, Chevron, and Statoil
operating offshore production rigs. The provincial government, in partnership
with the federal government of Canada, has a royalty agreement in place, the
1985 Atlantic Accord. The province also benefits from jobs in the oil industry
and related service industries, increased spending on social services, and in
the consumer economy.1 Nonetheless, there have been a number of traumatic
incidents to do with offshore oil developments, such as the 1982 sinking of
the exploration rig Ocean Ranger, in which 84 people died, and more recently
the 2009 crash of an offshore transport helicopter, in which 17 people died.
These events left a mark on the collective consciousness of the province and
have been the subject of government inquiries, numerous reports, and have
1
Reports by the Newfoundland and Labrador provincial government show that offshore oil is the
largest contributor to GDP by industry in the province. Offshore production is on the order of 100
million barrels per year (Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 2012).
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also been taken up in cultural forms such as novels, songs, plays, and monuments. These cultural markers show that the province is not only a petroculture in terms of the economic foundation of society, but also because the
community experiences moments of trauma that are represented or spoken
back to the oil industry through cultural means.
Exploratory work has also been conducted on shale deposits on the west
coast of Newfoundland, with proposals to use unconventional techniques like
hydraulic fracturing (fracking) at a number of onshore sites. In response there
has been an anti-fracking movement, made up of vocal residents of rural communities near the onshore drill sites as well as anti-fracking activists in urban
centers of the province. The movement has been successful in pressuring the
provincial government to enact a moratorium on shale developments, pending further review. Other Canadian provinces have also enacted moratoria or
bans on hydraulic fracturing in response to public dissent. The chief concerns
of west coast Newfoundland residents are environmental (spills, emissions,
contamination of drinking water) and social concerns of impacts on quality
of life from industrial activity. The offshore oil industry does not directly
impact residents in that it is distant, unseen, and “not in my backyard,” even
while there are occasional moments of collective trauma such as the Ocean
Ranger disaster. Onshore industrial activity throughout the province, whether
oil, mining, or other kinds of development, is much more likely to contribute
to the formation of cultures of resistance, even in sparsely populated communities of rural Newfoundland.2
Further examples of cultures of resistance to extractive industries can be
found in communities in the Labrador portion of the province, which has significant iron ore, nickel, uranium, and copper deposits. Even though land claim
agreements with Inuit and Innu peoples have provided some benefits to Labrador indigenous communities, there are concerns about sovereignty and loss of
traditional food sources such as caribou, seal, and fish due to industrial activity;
concerns about hiring practices and indigenous participation in industrial projects; concerns over a perceived lack of consultation on the part of government
and industry; concerns about rising cost of living; and concerns about social
2
Newfoundland and Labrador has a population of ~ 525,000, of which ~ 200,000 live in the urban
area of the capital St. John’s. The Labrador portion of the province has a population of ~ 25,000 (Statistics Newfoundland and Labrador, 2013).
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problems such as substance abuse.3 Even with so much resource wealth coming
out of Labrador, a number of northern indigenous communities remain inaccessible except by plane or boat, are not hooked up to the integrated electrical
grid (though lines are quickly run to new mining operations), and regularly
experience food shortages due to unusual or prolonged springtime pack ice
conditions. With increased revenues from extractive industries, the province
has also undertaken large-scale hydroelectric projects in Labrador to bolster an
expanding mining industry and for potential energy exports to North American
markets. This hydroelectric industrial activity, as with the mining activities it is
associated with, has likewise led to the development of resistance movements.
The disaffection felt by communities in Labrador manifests in various
forms of resistance, just as forms of resistance emerged on the west coast
of Newfoundland to hydraulic fracturing. Protests and opposition to industrial activity in Labrador has a long history, and Innu and Inuit indigenous
communities have been at the forefront of the resistance to mining. Resistance by indigenous groups has taken the form of blockades, work stoppages,
demonstrations, and legal challenges. Perceived patterns of neglect of Labrador communities have also spurred a Labrador “independence” or “separatist” movement. Somewhat atypical of independence movements around the
world, the Labrador independence movement does not want to be a country
or state per se, but rather to become a self-governing territory in the Canadian
federation, similar to the northern Nunavut territory or the Northwest Territories. Much of the rhetoric of the Labrador independence movement centers
on the “colonial attitude” of the provincial government and the lack of benefit
to Labrador communities from the development of Labrador-based resources.
This concept – resistance – has been the topic of a good deal of scholarly
writing and is a philosophically rich term. It should be noted, from the outset,
that resistance as it is discussed here is not to be understood in relation to
3
Aboriginal groups in Labrador include the Innu, whose territory is generally inland and extends westward into Quebec; the Inuit, whose territory is northern and coastal areas of Labrador;
and NunatuKavut (sometimes called Southern Inuit or Labrador metis) who are of mixed Inuit and
European-settler heritage. NunatuKavut Community Council, the representative body for NunatuKavut, is actively seeking aboriginal recognition from the Canadian federal and Newfoundland and
Labrador provincial governments. The island of Newfoundland is home to Mi’kmaq bands, located on
the west of the island, as well as a large number of people claiming aboriginal status as Newfoundland
Mi’kmaq-metis, organized in the Qalipu band, whose claim has not yet been recognized by the federal
or provincial government.
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armed or militant groups, which represent one end of what might be described
as a spectrum of resistance, though they certainly do not encompass the broad
sweep of possible modes or forms. However, this is not to say that the study of
such militant groups would be unproductive in terms of a way of understanding impacts of extractive industries, and, indeed, there are many examples of
just these kinds of armed groups arising in response (directly or indirectly) to
industrial activity. In the experience of contemporary Canadian society, and
in post-Confederation Newfoundland and Labrador more specifically, resistance to extractive industries most often takes up nonviolent, in many cases
institutionalized, forms. These resistance movements very often function in
a manner that may be described as “within-against,” taking up a position of
dissent or employing contentious politics in order to win concessions from
government and industry or to sway public opinion, but these are certainly not
examples of resistance movements calling for regime change or that seek to
found a new state. Nonetheless, there are shared characteristics among seemingly disparate modes of resistance, especially since relations of power and
authority are often at issue.
One example of recent scholarly activity theorizing resistance is the journal Resistance Studies (founded in 2008). In the first issue, Tim Gough, in his
article “Resistance: Under what Grace,” underlines the difficulty and complexity inherent in the term:
There is an apparently paradoxical nature to resistance. Resistance is resistance against something, towards which it appears inimical. This resisted
thing, however, requires such resistance in order to define itself and keep itself safe. Should it fail to do so, that which succeeds it will require resistance
in turn ... Resistance and counter-resistance, resistance and counter-move,
resistance and incorporation are the means by which this pre-existing order
will maintain itself and neutralise that which opposes it. It will maintain itself,
more or less successfully, and will neutralise resistance, more or less successfully, but will never, for strategic reasons, do so too well. (2008, 17-18)
This is to say that resistance is integral to the exercise of any sort of authority, such that an opposing force is necessary for any authority to function.
Even though resistance “appears inimical,” as Gough puts it, to the particular
thing being opposed, resistance is always pointing toward and defining that
which it stands against. Moreover, resistance presupposes and recognizes that
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which is opposed by the act of standing against it, and in this sense resistance is necessary for authority to function and to exist. For this reason, it is
also appropriate to understand participation with institutional bodies, including government-sanctioned consultative boards and commissions, as forms
of resistance. This notion of resistance also related to Foucault’s discussion
of discourse, since any discourse functions as a power system, with dominant
and subordinate claims. Subordinate and dissenting voices are necessary in
that they give a defining structure to the discourse in general, mapping out the
boundaries of what can legitimately be said. It is in this sense that Foucault
provocatively wrote, in The History of Sexuality, that “where there is power,
there is resistance, and yet, or rather consequently, this resistance is never in
a position of exteriority in relation to power” (1990, 96).
It may seem that formulations of resistance as a necessary correlate to the
exercise of authority and power, as discussed by Foucault and others, is only
applicable to governments and state institutions. Nonetheless, this theory of
resistance is equally applicable to companies involved in extractive industries. Regardless of whether companies invite or even encourage resistance in
the same manner that modern states do, and regardless of the degree to which
corporations are able to exercise what may seem to be hegemonic private
power, there are few, if any, examples of industrial developments that take
place without having to contend with, or without eliciting, some form of resistance. Historically speaking, the forms of resistance that industry most often
encountered were to do with organized labour – disputes over wages, benefits, hours, working conditions, etc. Resistance in the form of unionism and
organized labour was most pronounced during the industrial era, specifically
because of the locale and characteristics of a labour force living in industrial
cities and the dominant mode of transportation being rail. That said, organized
labour continues to be a force of resistance, albeit significantly blunted, in
what are sometimes called post-industrial societies. Unionism is a part of the
analysis to follow, so it is worth noting that companies, just like governments,
create mechanisms intended to mitigate or incorporate labour resistance, often elaborated in terms of managerial or human relations theory.
Along with the correlate of corporate power as resistance in the form of
the labour movement, companies encounter resistance from communities in
which they operate or communities adjacent to their operations. A govern27
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ment or regulatory body may grant a company license to conduct industrial
activity, but without the support of the community that company is likely
to encounter numerous, often unanticipated, obstacles. Even in communities where there is tacit support for a particular industrial activity, it takes no
more than a handful of disaffected or otherwise opposed individuals to create
significant resistance. Extractive industries are also no stranger to direct action and explicit forms of resistance. In recent decades, direct action aimed
at extractive industries has often been carried out by groups like Greenpeace,
Earth First!, or other such groups adhering to eco-anarchist or deep green
ideologies. Sabotage, lockdowns, blockades, protest camps, and other kinds
of disruptive direct action can affect the day-to-day operations of companies;
these sorts of direct action can also galvanize cultures of resistance in particular communities, though this is often dependant on the response by industry
or law enforcement to such provocations. In the Newfoundland and Labrador
context, direct action has often been employed by indigenous communities,
mostly when institutional and legal forms of resistance have been ineffective
in resolving disputes. In this sense, and as will be seen in the discussion below, it seems appropriate to set out a broad thesis: extractive industries, just
as the exercise of power by states, compels resistance.
The analysis developed in this paper also draws on similar studies of resistance to extractive industries and social impacts of extractive industries
more broadly. A number of articles in the 2014 inaugural issue of the journal
Extractive Industries and Society have been informative in this regard. One
such article, Henry Veltmeyer and Paul Bowles’s “Extractivist Resistance:
The Case of the Enbridge Oil Pipeline Project in Northern British Columbia,”
understands resistance to oil and gas pipelines through three lenses: Marxist class analysis, postcolonial theory, and postmodern frames of reference.
These various approaches essentially line up with three main groups the authors identify in their analysis of resistance to pipelines in British Columbia,
“labour, indigenous groups and environmental organizations” (2014, 62). An
analysis of resistance to extractive industries in Newfoundland and Labrador
likewise takes up perspectives on social class, colonialism, and environmentalism, and adds elements of discourse analysis, which is helpful for describing literature, images, and other kinds of cultural representations of extractive
industries and resistance.
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A number of studies and articles have also been informative in terms of
theorizing indigenous resistance to extractive industries. One such study, “Pitfalls and Pipelines: Indigenous Peoples and Extractive Industries,” discusses
numerous examples of indigenous resistance to oil and mining developments
around the globe; the importance of free, prior, and informed consent; the
impacts of climate change on indigenous peoples and their resistance movements; as well as industry responses to indigenous resistance. The analysis
of forms of resistance in the voluminous report ranges from “barricading to
stop operations, strikes, filing temporary restraining orders (TROs) against
companies, filing civil and criminal cases, using international complaints
and grievance mechanisms, campaigning in countries where the corporations
have headquarters or where their investors are, to taking up arms” (Whitmore,
2012, xv). The analysis of the effects of extractive industries on indigenous
communities focuses on three main areas: environmental impacts, social impacts, and cultural impacts. Resistance in local communities is often combined with resistance that takes the form of interacting with regulatory bodies,
the courts, with companies themselves (through complaint mechanisms), international bodies, and NGOs. This paper examines responses by communities, indigenous and settler alike, to extractive industries in similar terms, with
an awareness that various kinds of resistance exist in concert.
Finally, it should be noted, before proceeding, that even though this analysis teases apart oil and mineral mining developments and discusses resistance
in relation to each, it is difficult to understand resistance to one extractive
industry in isolation from a generalized culture of resistance inherent in various power relations within the social, economic, cultural, and political life of
communities. This is to say that occurrences of resistance do not happen in a
vacuum – a particular kind of industrial development may simply be a catalyst or focal point for a mobilization of resistance that is, in fact, deeply rooted
in amorphous grievances. With regard to extractive industries, it may be the
case that a particular development meets with resistance in what seems to be
a cause-effect relationship, but the antecedent of resistance may very well be
longstanding structural violence or inherent inequalities of the broader economic system. This systems analysis of resistance may help explain why, in
the Newfoundland and Labrador context, rural communities, and especially
indigenous communities in Labrador, have been hotbeds of resistance in re29
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cent years, while urban centers, such as the provincial capital St. John’s, have
been relatively sedate. Labrador indigenous communities suffer from unequal
development, poverty, and numerous social problems. Urban centers of the
province, while not idyllic or without social problems, enjoy a relatively high
standard of living and access to services. So although industrial developments
inevitably compel forms of resistance, some of the possible metrics for the
intensity or pervasiveness of resistance in a particular community or region
are the underlying socioeconomic stability and overall quality of life. This is
to say that resistance is much more likely to become popular or “contagious”
in particular circumstances, and this can sometimes have little to do with what
seems to be the specific issue at hand.
The following discussion is divided in two sections, the first examining
resistance to oil and gas developments in Newfoundland and Labrador, the
second examining resistance to mining developments in the province.

II. Resistance to Oil and Gas in Newfoundland
and Labrador
In 1979, Chevron Standard Limited made a major discovery of oil 350
kilometers east of the island of Newfoundland, the Hibernia oil field. This
discovery heralded the coming of an oil boom in the province, which continues to this day, with new wells being discovered on a regular basis over
the past few decades. Offshore oil has been, in economic terms, a boon for
the province, which had been mired in economic hardships and chronic unemployment for generations; the oil industry also came online at roughly the
same time as the province’s traditional industry, the cod fishery, collapsed.
Recently, the provincial government, in partnership with Statoil, has pledged
to take the lead in Arctic oil exploration, citing Newfoundland and Labrador’s
experience working in the harsh conditions of the North Atlantic, and will
host the Arctic Technology Conference in 2016.
The centrality of oil in Newfoundland and Labrador has led academics and
commentators to describe the province as a “petroculture.” This notion of a
society organized around oil has been developed by, among others, Imre Szeman, Canada Research Chair at the University of Alberta. “It’s not just that we
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have a society and we simply use this energy source. We are a petroculture,”
said Szeman, in a paper delivered at a Memorial University forum (2014, 2).
He opened his talk wondering whether “we are people who live in societies
so saturated with the substance that we cannot imagine how to do without it”
(2014, 1). Oil, from this perspective, is not only a chief export and source of
revenue, it is central to the very infrastructure and organization of the modern
world. This is true in terms of use of combustion engines in vehicles, consumer products that rely on petroleum and plastics, fertilizers used on crops,
and, indeed, the very network of paved roads that function as the base mode
of transportation in contemporary society.
An interesting example that Szeman discusses, to illustrate oil’s social significance in terms of the mobilisation and suppression of resistance, is the
relationship of different energy sources and organized labour. When coal was
the primary energy source, the organization of that industry meant that labour
forces could strike for better wages or working conditions, because sites of
production, refinement, and rail transport could be easily disrupted by workers. Leverage points for organized labour were, in this sense, visible and easily found. A society based on oil, on the other hand, requires fewer workers
to produce more energy, and the labour is often done in isolated locations, far
removed from population centers. Szeman notes that “the mass politics that
emerged alongside coal was defeated by the rise of fossil-fuel networks that
made mass action more difficult, and changed the conditions within which
class struggle took place” (2014, 6). Szeman is critical of a society organized
around cheap oil and the illusion of endless growth, but he is also critical of
leftist and environmental politics for failing or neglecting to understand the
true scope of the question of oil and for making oil invisible when articulating
a vision for society. Szeman contends that the introduction of oil and energy
into how we talk about societal change would not invalidate left thinking, but
would make it more alert to the necessity of mass energy for the enormous
social and infrastructural systems we inhabit and those we imagine. “Keeping oil front and centre to our awareness,” he says, “would also alert us to
the dead end of any environmental discourse that continues to ally itself with
economics, as in some variants of theories of sustainability, a discourse that
depends on the idea of oil being virtually ‘free’” (Szeman, 2014, 20).
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This impasse, the pervasive nature of the oil to the petroculture that is
Newfoundland and Labrador combined with the paradoxical invisibility of oil
because of its distant locale of production in the offshore, summarizes the current thinking about oil in the province. The drive for economic development
trumps issues of environmentalism and related social or political concerns.
It is fair to say that St. John’s has happily welcomed the oil industry and
benefited in many ways; for example, through economic development, jobs,
increased consumer spending, and increased government revenues. Nonetheless, there have been significant flashpoints and moments of strain between
the community and the oil industry, notably with regard to industry-related
accidents resulting in loss of life.
One such significant incident was the 1982 sinking of the exploration drilling rig Ocean Ranger. In Newfoundland and Labrador: A History, Memorial University historian Sean Cadigan suggests that at this time the provincial
government “paid little attention to the regulation of offshore workers’ safety
… The offshore oil industry, sadly, took on a more tragic significance for the
people of Newfoundland and Labrador” when all 84 crew members perished
in the sinking of the rig in frigid waters (2009, 269). Cadigan further notes
the sinking of the Ocean Ranger “was part of a rapid increase in major mishaps involving oil rigs in the offshore oil sector globally as exploratory drilling
boomed throughout the 1970s and 1980s.” A public inquiry, the Royal Commission on the Ocean Ranger Maritime Disaster, investigated the disaster, which
led to a number of changes to the province’s regulatory frameworks for offshore workers’ safety. The report also suggested the offshore oil industry had
been complicit in the disaster and had not responded adequately to legitimate
concerns raised by workers (Royal Commission, 1984). Another such tragic
incident occurred in 2009, the crash of a transport helicopter ferrying workers to
the offshore rigs. The crash of Cougar flight 91 resulted in the deaths of 17 passengers and one survivor. As with the Ocean Ranger disaster, a public inquiry
was held, the Offshore Helicopter Safety Inquiry (2010), which made a number
of recommendations concerning safety regulations for the offshore oil industry.
These two industrial accidents are best understood in relation to forms of
resistance and organized labour, and, indeed, it was the major unions in the
province that were most vocal in condemning perceived failures of regulatory
bodies and lack of concern for workers’ safety by the oil industry more gener32
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ally. Even though no unions called for anything like a wholesale re-evaluation
of the province’s relationship with the oil industry and there were no explicit
forms of resistance such as public demonstrations, the impact of the Ocean
Ranger disaster and the crash of flight 91 was broadly felt as a collective trauma by the people of the province. Along with institutional forms of resistance
such as public inquiries, there has also been a consistent stream of cultural
expressions of grief and remonstration, which serves the function, as Szeman
puts it, of “naming and explaining oil with the aim of producing changes in
our social imaginary” (2014, 7). Popular expression in songs, plays, and novelistic writing “speak back” to the oil industry, while attempting to manage
the trauma and shock of industrial disasters. One such cultural expression,
Lisa Moore’s novel February (2009), recounts in vivid detail the sinking of
the Ocean Ranger and the subsequent grief felt by the families. These kinds
of artistic representations of the oil industry demonstrate a form of cultural resistance, even as the province’s social fabric – as a petroculture – is enmeshed
with, and largely accepting of its relationship to, oil.
Whereas the offshore oil industry has enjoyed an arguably harmonious relationship with communities of the province, the 2012 announcement of plans
to begin onshore, unconventional oil and gas extraction using processes of hydraulic fracturing has created fierce resistance. The west coast of Newfoundland
contains a major shale deposit, known as the Greenpoint shale, and junior companies Shoal Point Energy and Black Spruce Exploration were granted exploration licenses. Hydraulic fracturing has been a significant point of contention in
a number of US states and Canadian provinces. Numerous documentary films,
books, editorials, and other forms of popular expression have staked out a claim
in the discursive landscape of the debate, perhaps most notably Josh Fox’s film
Gasland (2010). Concerned citizens of American communities where hydraulic
fracturing has taken place contend that this unconventional extractive process
leads to groundwater contamination, air pollution due to fugitive emissions and
flaring, and a general impact on quality of life from increased industrial activity.
Significant concerns are also expressed to do with the safe disposal of wastewater and chemicals used in the process. These and other concerns have likewise
been expressed by citizens of the west coast of Newfoundland. Sustained public
pressure has resulted in a temporary ban on unconventional oil extraction in the
province, pending further review.
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The form that the resistance to hydraulic fracturing has taken in the province is of particular interest to the present discussion. A large number of grassroots advocacy groups very quickly emerged after the announcement of plans
to begin hydraulic fracturing. Perhaps the most vocal of these groups, the Port
au Port-Bay St. George Fracking Awareness Group, is made up of citizens
who live in the areas of the proposed developments. The west coast of the
island, and the land on which the shale deposit is located, is also home to
the province’s Mi’kmaq people. Though the leadership of the band expressed
support for unconventional oil developments, band members generally opposed the development and joined the Fracking Awareness group in large
numbers – this split between the leadership and members of the band has continued to be a source of division and animosity in the Mi’kmaq community,
with members accusing the band leadership of corruption and disregard for
the environment. The Fracking Awareness group has organized public meetings, information sessions, petitions, marches, and public demonstrations,
and has sent representatives around the province to share their concerns with
other communities. As a result of these visits to other communities, a number of similar organizations were set up whose aim is to provide solidarity
and share information on hydraulic fracturing. Other grassroots groups have
formed as well, including the Newfoundland and Labrador Fracking Awareness Network (NL-FAN; an umbrella group for anti-fracking activities); Save
Gros Morne and our West Coast (specifically concerned with the UNESCO
world heritage site Gros Morne National Park, which is in the vicinity of the
proposed development); and the local chapter of the Council of Canadians (a
Canada-wide NGO that has been at the forefront of resistance to hydraulic
fracturing). Overall, it must be said that the anti-fracking movement in the
province has been extremely effective in its campaign to educate the public
and to enact a ban on hydraulic fracturing.
Although there is a high degree of organization, and though there are specific groups and umbrella organizations operating throughout the province,
the anti-fracking movement in the province is highly decentralised. Particular
groups do not necessarily know, and certainly do not control, the decisions or
actions taken by other groups. This kind of decentralised, dispersed resistance
is akin to what Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri describe in Multitude as the
“distributed attack” or as “swarm intelligence”:
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When a distributed network attacks, it swarms its enemy: innumerable
independent forces seem to strike from all directions at a particular point and
then disappear back into the environment. From an external perspective, the
network attack is described as a swarm because it appears formless. Since the
network has no center that dictates order, those who can only think in terms of
traditional models may assume it has no organization whatsoever—they see
mere spontaneity and anarchy. ... If one looks inside the network, however,
one can see that it is indeed organized, rational and creative. It has swarm
intelligence. (91)
This formulation of the tactic of distributed attack is immediately recognizable in the case of the anti-fracking movement, and is potentially why the
movement has been successful in its goals to date. The movement has made
connections across class lines (participants in the movement are of all social
classes), across ethnic lines (participants are from settler and indigenous communities), and with national and international groups (like the Council of Canadians and solidarity networks in the US, Ireland, England, and Australia).
It should be noted, as well, that the primary forms of resistance to hydraulic fracturing in Newfoundland and Labrador have been advocacy and
institutional mechanisms, i.e. public awareness campaigns, petitions, public
meetings, etc. Though the tenor of the public discourse has been passionate
and heated, with some small-scale public demonstrations, there has not been
any overt confrontation between residents and industry or any direct action,
as has occurred in other parts of Canada. The anti-fracking movement in the
province has been able to stop industry in its tracks, before any developments
began. Had unconventional oil developments been allowed to proceed, one
can imagine the resistance would have intensified, perhaps along the lines of
the flashpoints of resistance at Elsipogtog First Nation in the province of New
Brunswick, where Mi’kmaq peoples blockaded roads and industrial sites, and
faced off against riot police and heavily armed members of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
Along with the kinds of labour movement and cultural forms of resistance described above in relation to offshore oil, and along with the kinds of
grassroots, distributed forms of resistance described in relation to the antifracking movement, groups and individuals in Newfoundland and Labrador
are also involved in the climate change movement. In some sense, because the
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climate movement is calling for a move away from fossil fuels, this may be
considered a form of resistance to the oil industry in the province. At the 2012
Climate Change Summit in Doha, United Nations members reaffirmed that
if catastrophic climate change is to be avoided governments must ensure that
the average rise in world temperatures is no more than 2 degree Celsius. In
order for this to become reality, there must be an 80% reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions by 2050. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(2012) has estimated that to achieve an 80% reduction in emissions and to
limit warming to “safe” levels, most of the known oil reserves will need to
stay in the ground. Recently, the Canadian government has been accused of
willfully ignored these sorts of warnings and even pulled out of the UN Kyoto
Protocol on climate change, with some commentators calling Canada a rogue
petrostate. The Newfoundland and Labrador government, on the other hand,
has commissioned a Climate Action Plan (2011) based on research conducted
by Memorial University climatologists and also created the provincial Office
of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency. Some of the forms of resistance
that have emerged in response to climate change include grassroots groups
such as Fossil Fuel Divestment at Grenfell, which is calling on Memorial University to re-think its relationship with the oil industry. Other groups, such as
the Social Justice Cooperative of Newfoundland and Labrador and the local
chapter of global civil organization Avaaz, organized public demonstrations
and marched in support of the 2014 Global Day of Action on Climate Change.
A number of studies have also suggested that climate change will impact
the Labrador portion of the province more so than the island of Newfoundland and more so than global impacts of climate change generally. A report by
Memorial University climatologist Joel Finnis predicts that by the middle of
the 21st century, Labrador will experience a three degree Celsius rise in average temperature. The northern Labrador region, more specifically, is expected
to see a rise in average winter temperatures of 5-6 degrees (Finnis, 2013, 7).
Inuit communities in northern Labrador will, in this sense, be disproportionately impacted by climate change, even though sparsely populated northern
indigenous communities are responsible for virtually no emissions. Of particular concern for Inuit communities is the impacts climate change will have
on traditional foods and hunting grounds, as well as changing ice conditions.
Isolated communities in northern Labrador rely on stable and predictable ice
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patterns as a means of transportation and for the procurement of traditional
food like seals. Research conducted by Ashlee Cunsolo Willox (2014), in a
project called “Inuit Mental Health Adaptation to Climate Change,” has demonstrated that already, even before the kinds of significant shifts climate models are predicting, climatic change in northern regions of Labrador is creating
a mental health crisis, with increased incidents of depression among Inuit
peoples. Cunsolo Willox has also collaborated in the production of a documentary, Lament for the Land (2014), based on interviews conducted with
Inuit people and residents of northern Labrador communities, which conveys
in a poignant and straightforward manner the deeply rooted feelings of loss
and grief over the social and cultural impacts of climate change.
Mobilizations of groups in urban centers of the province around climate
change and the impacts of climate change on northern Labrador communities
constitute a form of resistance to extractive industries, albeit a somewhat indirect resistance to the fossil fuel industry. However, even while concerns about
climate change in Newfoundland and Labrador are, to all reports, serious and
pressing, the climate movement in the province has primarily followed in the
footsteps of international NGOs and global governance bodies such as the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Public awareness of the dangers of climate change is widespread in the province; however, local groups
and individuals involved in the climate movement have not built momentum
from the grassroots or local communities, as is the case in the anti-fracking
movement. Moreover, whereas the anti-fracking movement has been highly
successful in a relatively short period of time, resistance to offshore oil has
been, mostly, nonexistent. What is it about hydraulic fracturing that compels
significant resistance, while offshore oil and the more general question of
climate change does not?
Most obviously, proposed onshore developments are located near communities, while offshore rigs and the threat of climate change are, relatively
speaking, distant and unseen. Despite tragedies and moments of collective
trauma, like the sinking of the Ocean Ranger and the crash of flight 91, there
have been no major environmental incidents such as oil spills. Newfoundland
and Labrador is very much a petroculture and the province certainly cannot
be described as anti-oil. In this sense, it is likely that reports from other communities where hydraulic fracturing has occurred, primarily in the US, strike
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residents of the west coast of Newfoundland close to home, so to speak, with
concerns about property values, groundwater contamination, air pollution,
and diminished quality of life due to nearby industrial activity. It is when
people see the impacts – or the threat – of extractive industries in their own
backyards that conditions are optimal for grassroots resistance, such as is the
case in the anti-fracking movement in the province.

III. Resistance to Mining in Newfoundland and Labrador
While oil and gas development is a relatively recent phenomenon in Newfoundland and Labrador, mineral mining has been a major industry in the
province for more than a century and currently accounts for roughly 10% of
provincial GDP (Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, 2013). Since
the first mining operations in the province in the late 1800s, the industry has
gone through a number of boom-bust cycles, often to do with geopolitical
events and market fluctuations. In recent decades, mines on the island portion of the province have been mostly shut down whereas mining operations
in Labrador have been on the upswing – Labrador is one of the major ironore producing regions of the world. Significant resistance to mining in Newfoundland and Labrador has centered on labour issues, environmental and
human health concerns, and indigenous rights. The various forms resistance
to mining has taken include on-the-ground actions like strikes, blockades,
public demonstrations, and occupations, but also cultural forms such as plays,
songs, novelistic writing, and other kinds of artistic expressions.
Two examples of mining operations that have now been shut down serve
well to illustrate some of the troubled history of mining in Newfoundland: the
St. Lawrence fluorspar mines and the Buchans copper mines. The mines in St.
Lawrence opened in the early 1900s, mainly producing fluorspar, a smelting
agent used to make steel. The history of the St. Lawrence mines has been the
subject of a number of books, articles, and reports, including Rick Rennie’s
The Dirt: Industrial Disease and Conflict at St. Lawrence, Newfoundland
(2008). Rennie’s book focuses specifically on working conditions and labour
unrest, recounting the numerous walkouts, strikes (official and wildcat), and
protests by the community generally in support of mineworkers. Over the
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seventy-year operation of the St. Lawrence mines, along with there being a
number of industrial accidents, abnormally high rates of lung cancer emerged
in mine workers (former workers continue to die from lung cancer), as well
as deaths from silicosis and other lung diseases such as tuberculosis. Rennie
notes that “an average of three miners had died of cancer per year since 1948”
(2008, 75) and that the average age for workers that died from lung cancer
was 47 (2008, 91). By 2001, “the official death toll from lung cancer among
underground miners was 191” (2008, 130).
The focus of Rennie’s book, with respect to workers’ safety and health concerns, is on the mining activity in St. Lawrence and industrial disease. In the
early years of operations, mining companies and the provincial government
were unwilling to admit health and safety concerns existed. Over time, and
as testing and diagnostic equipment improved, it was confirmed, first in the
1940s, that poor ventilation and the process used in the mine were responsible
for occurrences of tuberculosis and silicosis. In the 1960s, testing proved that
the unusually high levels of lung cancer among miners was caused by exposure to radon gas released during the mining process. Because industrial disease is a slow moving disaster, as Rennie points out, throughout the life of the
St. Lawrence mines there were few improvements in worker health and safety
protocols or in government regulation. Although the miners, their families, and
the various unions in town were well aware that something was wrong, mining
companies and the provincial government consistently minimized or obfuscated health and safety concerns and inadequately compensated sick miners
or the families of those that had died. In this sense, the mining industry, which
did bring much needed jobs and associated economic activity to the town of St.
Lawrence, created a great deal of suffering and social unrest.
Though the grievances were different – i.e. not necessarily associated with
industrial disease – similar patterns of social unrest and resistance emerged in
many Newfoundland mining towns. Labour unrest in the form of prolonged
strikes often happened at times when geopolitical events provided leverage
to workers making demands for increased wages and better working conditions. The unions recognized that during times of war there was pressure on
companies to settle labour disputes and maximize production. It is worth noting that numerous mining strikes happened throughout Newfoundland in the
early 1940s, generally coinciding with World War II and the appearance in
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Newfoundland of large numbers of American military, who used the island as
a stopover on the way to Europe. Newfoundland historian Sean Cadigan notes
that the Americans brought with them new ideas about unionism and labour
rights, and many of the Newfoundland mineworker unions joined or affiliated
with larger, international unions in the United States (2009, 256).
Along with the numerous strikes that took place in mining towns during
times of war, there was also significant labour activity across all industries
throughout the 1970s. Cadigan suggests this upsurge was “a manifestation
of social unrest and a growing culture of protest … a wave of labour unrest
was sweeping the province,” including numerous mining operations, fisheries
unions, and workers from other sectors, and “by the end of 1971, there would
be twenty-nine strikes involving nearly 6,000 workers” (2009, 111). Workers
were able to effect mining operations not only by withdrawing their labour
and picketing worksites but also through blockades of docks or rail lines, and
refusing to allow unloading of industrial gear associated with the mining industry. At this time there were also numerous occupations of company offices
and numerous arrests. This intense period of labour unrest was ended only by
the closure or winding down of mines throughout Newfoundland (Cadigan,
2009, 257).
A good example of 1970s labour unrest was in the company town of Buchans, which was founded by mining companies as a base of operation in central Newfoundland. The Buchans copper mines were in operation for some
fifty years, 1920s through 1970s, during which time there were numerous
strikes and other organized labour activity, including the longest strikes in the
history of the province to that point in 1971. Miner strikes in Buchans were
among the most contentious labour activities in the province in the twentieth
century, and, as Cadigan notes, it was not only the miners themselves involved in protests: “miners at Buchans, members of local 5457 of the United
Steelworkers of America, went on strike [in 1971]… violence broke out on
the picket lines and non-union employees tried to cross, but miners’ wives
and children reinforced the lines” (2009, 257). Early 1970s Buchans is also
an interesting example of resistance to mining because there was a significant
cultural aspect, especially with regard to a touring theatre group called the
Mummers Troupe. This theatre company made plays that can be considered
agitprop, theatre with an explicit political message meant to agitate a popu40
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lation and spur collective action. As Cadigan points out, with regard to the
many plays the theatre group put off throughout the province in the ‘60s and
‘70s, “The Mummers Troupe developed its message for rural and workingclass people [by] identifying the forces of capitalism that undermined the
basis of their families and communities. The Troupe hoped that its socialist
theatre would offer Newfoundlanders and Labradorians an alternative to the
‘cloned plastic-wrapped homogeneity of North American consumer capitalism’” (2009, 262). Newfoundland playwright Chris Brookes, who was the
driving force behind the Mummers Troupe, wrote a book about their exploits,
A Public Nuisance: A History of the Mummers Troupe (1988), which contains
a chapter specifically on Buchans. Brookes suggests the standoff between the
company and the town was mainly to do with opposing worldviews: “To the
company, Buchans was a temporary mining camp, a statistic in their annual
corporate report. To the residents, it was a home with a forty year-old history,
a history which demanded an equivalent corporate responsibility” (115). This
tension between industry and local residents of Buchans was the central message of the play Company Town: The Story of Buchans. This and other examples of discursive interventions functioned as cultural forms of resistance
to mining in the province.
As was said above, many of the mining operations on the island of Newfoundland closed down in the 1970s, but the legacy of mining has continued
to impact communities on the island. Towns where mining operations were
set up, or the towns like Buchans that were specifically set up for mining
operations, enjoyed short-term prosperity but have been decimated by the
closure of the mines. Mining companies operating in Newfoundland, most of
which were large international companies, had no stake in creating sustainable economies for communities; they were motivated to extract the maximum amount of product for the least cost, before moving on to other parts
of the world. Major mining operations in Newfoundland during the previous
century happened in the context of social, economic, and political upheavals,
and during a time when unionism and the labour movement were prominent
– something that played out in the form of numerous mining strikes. Nonetheless, when considering the negative outcomes, such as industrial disease
and impoverished communities, one must say that the mining industry has a
particularly dark history in Newfoundland.
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At the same time as mining operations were shutting down on the island
portion of the province, mining was beginning to accelerate in Labrador.
Since the mid-1960s Labrador has become a major producer of iron ore and
nickel (in recent years Labrador has also reopened its previously shuttered
uranium mining operations). As stated in the introduction, Labrador is home
to indigenous populations; however, mining companies began working in the
territory in the 1960s before Labrador indigenous groups had established land
claims, and the industry proceeded without the consent of these groups. The
Innu and Inuit were involved in numerous protests against mining on their
traditional territory, and some of the concerns expressed were to do with sovereignty, loss of traditional sources of food, environmental issues, and more
broadly speaking the threat posed by industry to indigenous ways of life. Indeed, resistance to mining was one of the motivating factors for Labrador
indigenous groups to begin land claim negotiations.
Forms of resistance to mining in Labrador must be understood in a different way than the forms of resistance to mining that emerged in Newfoundland, which were typically expressed as unionism and the labour movement.
In terms of indigenous resistance to mining, such as that by the Innu and the
Inuit, resistance must also be distinguished from Western environmentalist
discourses. As Saleem Ali points out in Mining, the Environment, and Indigenous Development Conflicts, “the weapons at the disposal of indigenous communities are often quite different from those at the disposal of environmental
nongovernmental organizations (ENGOs), who are usually the popularizers
of resistance. However, not only are the weapons different, the consequences
of resistance failure are also different” (2004, 24). In this sense, indigenous
resistance to mining, specifically as it has been expressed in Labrador, should
be conceived of as a combination of confrontational and collaborative approaches. Much of the protest against mining activity by Labrador indigenous
groups took place in the context of land claim negotiations, or in order to
pressure governments to move land claims forward such that Innu and Inuit
peoples would allow mining activities to go ahead.
For example, it was fairly recently (2011) that the Labrador Innu concluded land claim negotiations, a process that had been ongoing since the
late 1970s. During the three decades of negotiations, the Innu sometimes engaged in contentious politics, such as protests, blockades, and work stoppages
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aimed at mining operations happening on land they had claimed. Larry Innes
describes one such action taken against mining operations in Labrador in his
article, “Staking Claim: Innu Rights and Mining Claims at Voisey’s Bay”:
Once at the [mining] site, Chief Simeon Tshakapesh and Daniel Ashini delivered an eviction notice to the chief geologist, giving the company twentyfour hours to shut down operations and leave Innu land. A two-week standoff
between the Innu and the RCMP followed before a peaceful resolution was
reached. Although the Innu action against the company failed to achieve the
practical outcome the Innu desired, it was singularly important in many other
ways. Publicly, the action established the Innu as one of the principal actors in
the drama unfolding around the mineral discovery, but it also helped to unify
the Innu response to the project. Innu leaders, spokespeople, elders, and community members consistently articulated positions that centered on the effects
of the project on Innu rights, Innu land, and the Innu way of life. (2001, np)
Although in this particular case the mining operation continued without
the consent of the Innu, the demonstration of resistance was important in
terms of forwarding Innu claims and showing the company and governments
that the Innu were a force to be reckoned with.
In the case of negotiations and contentious politics employed by the Innu
before their land claim was concluded, it was not so much that the Innu were
fundamentally opposed to mining on moral grounds, even though there were
significant concerns about impacts on traditional ways of life, but rather felt
they should be meaningfully consulted and involved if such developments
were to proceed. As Ali points out, “resistance in such movements can be tacit
– manifest as intransigence at the negotiating table – or overt – involving public protests and civil disobedience. The forms that the resistance may take depends on the opportunities and the dynamics of control that are exercised by
other stakeholders in the process” (2001, 23). Mobilization against resource
extraction by indigenous communities in Labrador is not necessarily in the
name of indigenous values as they may be stereotypically understood by settler society, but rather is sometimes for the purpose of forwarding land claims.
Another example of the complex nature of indigenous resistance to mining was the northern Inuit opposition to uranium mining on their territories,
also at a time when land claim negotiations were taking place. This example
highlights the difference between Western environmental perspectives on
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resistance to mining and indigenous resistance to mining. Throughout the
1980s, environmentalists in urban centers like St. John’s and from national
and international NGOs opposed uranium mining primarily because of the
perceived threat of nuclear weapons, concerns about the use of atomic energy, and concerns about the use of depleted uranium armaments (Feasby,
2009). The Inuit resistance to uranium mining, on the other hand, was more
to do with concerns about the impacts of industrial activity on Inuit ways of
life, concerns about consultation and consent, and underpinned by unresolved
questions of land claims and sovereignty. The combination of these forces
of indigenous and environmentalist resistance successfully halted uranium
mining in Labrador; however, the difference between indigenous and environmentalist resistance to mining is perhaps well encapsulated by the fact that
after their land claim had been resolved, the Labrador Inuit have, since 2008,
lifted the moratorium on uranium mining.
A good frame of reference for further understanding resistance to mining
in Labrador (and more specifically the mitigation of resistance) is through
theories of settler colonialism, such as that elaborated by Patrick Wolfe. Although there has been what is often referred to as the postcolonial turn, indicative of peoples or nations who have thrown off the yoke of European
colonial administrations, Labrador (and indeed Canada as a whole) continues
to be essentially a settler-colonial society. Many of the same ideas that are important in postcolonial theory remain important in settler-colonial theory, as
it is discussed by Wolfe and others, but there are important differences, such
as that indigenous populations in Labrador (and Canada more generally) continue to be subsumed or otherwise dominated by state institutions of settler
origin. In his article “Settler Colonialism and the Elimination of the Native,”
Wolfe notes, historically speaking, “settler colonialism is an inclusive, landcentered project that coordinates a comprehensive range of agencies, from the
metropolitan centre to the frontier encampment, with a view of eliminating
Indigenous societies” (2006, 396). This elimination happens not just in the
form of outright genocide (as in the early history of North American colonialism), but through the destruction of culture, languages, and traditional ways
of life. Where indigenous communities and cultures cannot be eliminated, settler colonialism attempts to police indigenous identity, and the primary means
to do this is through the production of difference, which serves to produce
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certainty out of otherwise ambiguous situations. The production of difference
causes tensions and competition between various indigenous groups (even
within an indigenous group) or geographically defined groups that may otherwise be allies and that may otherwise stand in solidarity when grievances
arise. This is a particularly insidious divide-and-conquer strategy, one that is,
ironically, understood in the present day as respecting indigenous rights.
For example, in the Labrador context the production of difference occurred (and continues to occur) through the definition of indigenous groups,
Innu and Inuit, and the definition of the territories of those groups and of the
colonial administrations. So even though land claims seem on the face of
things to be a progressive step, a kind of postcolonial move on the part of
colonial governments like the Canadian federal and Newfoundland and Labrador provincial governments, such land claims may also be understood as
means of mitigating indigenous resistance. Indeed, public opinion expressed
by Labrador indigenous communities suggests that the colonial project continues to this day, albeit in a different form than in previous times. Former
Innu Grand Chief Peter Penashue gestured toward this colonial project of
displacement and elimination of indigenous peoples as a misplaced morality
of settler colonialism, when he wrote about the many social problems of Innu
communities:
Newspaper coverage of the social problems we have in Sheshatshiu – the
high suicide rate, the gas-sniffing children – blame boredom and isolation.
Media in the South suggest that the solution is moving us to bigger communities where there might be jobs. The facts as I see them through Innu eyes are
more complex. I share my insights in the hope of a constructive dialogue that
will lead you to support us in taking responsibility for our own lives. We Innu
view your solution as another chapter in a book that could be titled “They Kill
Us with Kindness.”
“Kill us with kindness” is a good descriptor of the current configuration
of settler colonialism in Labrador. The attempts by governments to fix the
problems in Labrador indigenous communities, whether this is through humanitarian and economic development schemes or through self-governance
models like land claim agreements, remains a form of imposition of settler
values on the Innu.
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There have been moments of pan-Labrador solidarity, when various indigenous groups and settler society have come together to fight for the common
benefit of the peoples of Labrador. Though it has enjoyed only limited and
sporadic success, the Labrador independence movement has risen at different
times in recent history. This movement is not interested in forming a separate
state, as is typical of independence or separatist movements around the world,
but rather wants Labrador to be a territory in the Canadian federal system, free
from political control of the provincial government in St. John’s. The movement looks to other territorial governments in Canada, such as the Northwest
Territories and Nunavut, as a model for Labrador self-governance. Surges of
separatist and independence sentiment in Labrador have often been associated with resource development, and specifically the sentiment among Labrador peoples that the region is not benefiting proportionally to the amount of
resource wealth that is being extracted. As Cadigan notes of the 1970s surge
in independence sentiment, “in Labrador, growing resentment about the lack
of local benefits arising from the development of its resources, compared with
the benefits realized by the island portion of the province, fuelled support
for independent MHA Tom Burgess’s New Labrador Party, founded in 1970”
(2009, 258). In the last few years, as the provincial government has begun a
new hydro project in central Labrador, similar feelings of disaffection have
come to the surface. Meetings and demonstrations have taken place in the last
year, an interesting example of which was a number of flag-raising protests,
where residents put up flagpoles with the Labrador flag on border crossings in
response to the provincial government refusing to allow Labrador flags to be
considered legitimate.
Finally, it should also be noted that anti-mining activism and resistance in
both Labrador and Newfoundland, in its various forms, draws on and is related
to a broader national and international movement. As with the global movements that oppose fossil fuels, there are a number of NGOs opposed to mining
activities (like Mining Watch Canada), often on grounds of environmental
and human rights concerns. In some sense, this is a particular manifestation
of the anti-globalization or anti-corporate movement. As Ali points out, “the
argument is often made that the modern corporation … regards environmental
and human rights concerns as externalities that should be addressed only as a
means to an end – the end being profitability” (2004, 27). International NGOs
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have had limited impact in terms of resistance to mining in Newfoundland
and Labrador. Connections, however, have been made between international
groups and local resistance movements in Labrador, as was seen, for example,
in the anti-uranium movement and Inuit communities.
As discussed above, resistance to mining in Newfoundland mostly faded
with the slowdown of the mining industry on the island. Throughout the history of mining on the island, resistance to mining was linked most often to
issues of worker safety, wages, and other concerns specific to unionism. Although the mining industry is no longer as active in Newfoundland, its legacy
is still present in mining towns like Buchans and St. Lawrence, as well as
numerous other communities. Along with unionism, this resistance to mining
was also evident in cultural forms, such as the plays of the Mummers Troupe.
Resistance to mining in Labrador is perhaps best understood through reference to indigenous communities and through notions of postcolonialism and
settler colonialism. Resistance to mining by Labrador indigenous communities is not necessarily an anti-mining stance so much as it is to do with questions of indigenous sovereignty and the distribution of benefits from industrial
development.
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Introduction
First of all, Sakha Republic is the biggest and the richest region of Russia.
That’s why there are a lot of industrial developments connected with oil, gas,
coal and other natural resources. Large corporations such as Gazprom, Surgutneftegaz, Alrosa and others are developing fields in Yakutia. Such megaprojects as ‘East Siberia – Pacific Ocean’ and ‘Sila Sibiri (Power of Siberia)’
pipelines, which supply Asian countries with gas and oil, got their start with
the resources of Yakutia. All that industrial activity, of course, somehow develops the country and brings a lot of profit for the state and private structures
but their work keeps a real danger for Russian Arctic.
Secondly, in this case we can study categories of northern resources’ importance for Russia such as economic profits, their role in global development
and economic progress; prospects for hosting region (Yakutia) and modernization of mining technologies.
- Economic profits and role of the northern resources in global development and economic progress – statistics information with tables and graphics,
how much countries are supplied with oil and gas from the Russian North;
- Prospects for Yakutia from mining – how it can be used, what should be
done, which benefits Yakutia can get from extracting northern resources on
the sake of the Arctic and people living here;
- Ecological aspects of field’s development and extraction activity for northern environment, its influence on natural balance, about consequences for people, about the level of ecological damage and its economic value and cost; and
about how to prevent it and calculate economic advantages from it for the state.
Environmental issues are certainly the greatest concern from all the unresolved global challenges that the international community has faced in a
new century and in a new millennium. Intensive growth in the use of natural
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resources and the steady build-up of technological power of humanity in the
twentieth century led to the violation of established relationships between
major environment-building spheres of the Earth (atmosphere, hydrosphere,
lithosphere and biosphere), to the change in their status and composition.
As a consequence of these negative trends there is a significant change and
transformation of the landscape, processes of distribution and redistribution
of matter and energy in the main geospheres are also activated and that leads
to catastrophic consequences on a planetary scale.
Exacerbation of the global environmental problems are largely due to the
fact that increasing anthropogenic pressure on the environment and people
are going without proper implementation of control in terms of monitoring of
the environmental changes. In connection with all the events which are taking
place, it is necessary to develop a methodology for the evaluation of human
impact on the environment of the Arctic industrial regions of the Sakha Republic of Yakutia.
Duhaime and Caron wrote in their work about a value of Northern Russia
because it alone represents two-thirds of all circumpolar economic activity.
This happens due to the fact that 3 of the 4 regions which generate more than
60 per cent of Arctic economic activity belong to the Russian Federation – it
is Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug (District), Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous
Okrug (District) and the Sakha Republic (Yakutia) – while the Arctic itself is
made up of 28 separate regions in 8 different countries. One remaining region
is Alaska which alone accounts for 14 per cent of all circumpolar output. All
that regions are the same in the fact that large-scale extraction activities are a
major feature of their economies.
According to Duhaime and Caron, apart from these Russian regions, all
the other Russian regions have a per capita GDP below the circumpolar average. The regional differences in the distribution of economic activity among
its Arctic regions make Russia the country with the most contrasting regional
differences. Some regions benefiting from the presence of strategic resources
have undergone substantial development. Other previously prosperous, have
experienced an absolute decline (Duhaime, 2006).
But, nowadays, Russian government is trying to improve this situation by
changes in tax laws. New tax laws allow big companies to pay taxes on the
place of registration of the legal entity. In most cases this place is Moscow. It
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evenly distributes federal subsidies to the regions, regardless of the economic
situation and presence of natural resources in them (Regional Disparities and
Tax Policy, 2013). On the other hand, it is also unfair to other regions because
they also do not get enough profit from extracting of natural resources on their
territory to improve quality of life in the Arctic and making its image better
than just a vast reservoir of natural resources serving the world market.
And in this case, large and population-rich developing countries have
experienced rapid economic growth in recent years, as Duhaime and Caron
wrote, and we see the footprint of this development in rising demand for raw
materials even in remote areas where reserves are available as in the Arctic.
The Arctic is endowed with oil, gas, minerals that increasingly attract the
interest and mobilize the purchasing power of the emerging economies. The
Arctic is also of interest to many industrialized countries trying to find secure
supplies of many natural resources (Duhaime, 2006).
According to the Arctic Human Development Report, the circumpolar
economy, as measured in 2001, has three distinguishing characteristics.
1. The Arctic is exploited as a vast reservoir of natural resources serving
the world market, and this massive extraction largely structures the rest of
economic activity.
2. Public services are often supported by major transfer payments from
central to regional governments.
3. The customary use of living resources in activities such as family-based
fishing, hunting and animal breeding continues to be important in economic
terms and is now inextricably linked with the market economy.
Here we are interested in the first characteristic and studying Yakutian
situation as an example.
According to Duhaime and Caron, the AHDR analysis also revealed some
major characteristics of the geographic distribution of economic activity.
1. While the Arctic exports to southern regions enormous amounts of raw
materials for processing, it also imports a massive amount of finished goods
and services for final consumption.
2. Economic activity is unequally distributed among the different Arctic
regions; the economic prosperity of the wealthiest regions being based on
large-scale exploitation of natural resources (Duhaime, 2006).
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And this is also true for Yakutia. Nowadays, there is such situation in Yakutia that almost all extracting resources are exported to southern regions (see
picture 1). It happens because even Yakutia is the biggest region of Russia;
it still has very small population (estimated population only of 950 thousand
people). At the same time, according to the official information, it ranks first
in the Russian Federation by total reserves of natural resources. Its raw material potential is estimated at RUR 78.4 trillion (USD 2.8 trillion). Yakutia’s
share in the world reserves is as follows: diamonds – 35%; tin – 5%; antimony
– 4.5%; uranium – 6%; and iron ore – 2%. Yakutia accounts for 47% of proven coal reserves, 35% of natural gas and oil in Eastern Siberia and the Russian
Far East (Investment Guide Book of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia), 2011).

Picture 1. Map of Russian Federation

The economy is based on export-oriented industry connected with development of abundant natural resources. GRP is also influenced by construction, commerce, transport and communications, agriculture, and services.
Industrial production mostly depends on non-ferrous metallurgy (mining
of diamonds, gold, tin, and antimony), as well as fuel and energy complex
(coal mining, oil and gas production, electric power engineering). They account for over 70% in the total volume of Yakutia’s own production (Investment Guide Book of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia), 2011).
Thereby, just few years ago there started a big development of fields in
Yakutia. Nowadays, it has gained enormous scale which we could not have
imagined a decade ago (see table 1 for more information).
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According to preliminary calculations, the total investment in the economy of Yakutia amounts to 941 billion rubles (USD 28,5 billion). Furthermore,
a large part of capital investment of 860 billion rubles (USD 26 billion) will
be made until 2017 (Yakutia Today, 2013).
“The Power of Siberia” will become a common gas transmission system for
the Irkutsk and Yakutsk gas production centers and will transport gas through
Khabarovsk to Vladivostok. In the first phase will be built gas pipeline “Yakutia - Khabarovsk - Vladivostok “, the second stage is that Irkutsk center will be
connected by the gas pipeline with the Yakut center. Itinerary will take place
along the route of existing oil pipeline “Eastern Siberia - Pacific Ocean “, which
will optimize the cost of infrastructure and energy supply. Track will overcome
wetlands, mountains and seismically active areas (see picture 2).
All this will lead to an improvement of international relations between
Russia and Asian countries and will also bring great profits and economic
stability (Gazprom’s Official Site, 2013).
Table 1.
Main information about industrial branches in Yakutia.
Information from Investment Guide Book of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia),
statistic information from SakhaStat and Ministry of Industrial Development
of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia)
Industrial
Presented by
branch
(company)
Oil industry Surgutneftegaz,
YaTEK,
Gazprom, TuymaadaNeft, Sakhaneftegazsbyt
Gas industry Gazprom, YaTEK

Estimated resources analysis
90% of extracted resources are exported by Surgutnetegaz by “Eastern Siberia – Pacific Ocean” oil transporting pipeline in Asian region (especially in China).Oil production amounted to 6.7 million tons in 2012, which is
21.8% higher than in 2011. Oil refining is not performed.
In 2012, natural gas production amounted to 1,980 million
cubic meters which is 5% higher than in 2011. Gas reserves
have increased from 1.2 to 1.4 trillion cubic meters of gas.
The annual peak gas capacity is supposed to reach 25 billion cubic meters; this production level will be maintained
for 14 years. When production will fall, it is expected to put
new fields into production. YaTEK is providing 70% of gas
in settlements of Yakutia (only 26% of them is gasified).
Gazprom is going to export gas by “The Power of Siberia”
gas transporting system to southern regions of Russia and
to the Asian regions (China and Japan); it should provide
mass flow rate of 32 billion cubic meters per year.
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Production GeoProMining
of
ferrous
and non-ferrous metals
Gold indus- GeoProMining,
Aldanzoloto (part
try
of the ‘Pole of
Cold’ holding),
Seligdar and other
50 small companies.
The coal in- Mechel (11,5 tons
of coal per year).
dustry
Diamonds

Alrosa

Almost all the Mendeleev’s table. This is especially true
for antimony (4.5%) and tin (5%) in world context.
Golden fields are one of the biggest in whole Russian
Federation. Especially there are a lot of gold in Southern
Yakutia (Indigirka, Yana, Aldan). Yakutia has 794 fields
of gold. 15% is suitable for surface mining. But gold
resources are depleted, it remained only for 67 years.
1/3 of territory of Yakutia is rich by coal – it is Lenskiy, Tungusskiy, Southern-Yakut and Zyryanskiy fields
(47% from Siberian and Far Eastern reserves).
35% of world stocks of diamonds

Picture 2. Map of Gazprom’s Pipelines, Exporting Gas to the Asian Regions

Hereby, this confirms that the northern region has a really big development
potential. Many associate the Arctic with dramatic icy landscapes spotted by
glaciers and floating ice caps and filled with polar bears. The World Wildlife
Fund describes it as a “keystone ecosystem for the entire planet”. The Arctic
acts as a global thermostat, influencing the world’s heat balance, ocean circulation patterns and the carbon cycle. But despite on myriad of environmental
challenges, countries and companies are starting to explore the Arctic the oil
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and natural gas. Canada, Russia, Denmark (Greenland and Faroe Islands),
Norway, United States, Sweden, Finland, and Iceland all have territory in
the Arctic. Major multinationals are investing in technology to address environmental concerns. Exxon has Extended Reach Drilling technology that is
supposed to minimize the environmental impact and has a new dispersant gel.
No technology exists to deal with oil that seeps into the ice pores. And according to the importance of the Arctic ecosystem and its relationship with other
ecosystems in the world, it cannot be said that the development of the Arctic
shelf is absolutely safe (World Wildlife Fund, 2013).
Arctic environment is rapidly changing, and its change may affect the
ecosystem there and consequently global climate system. For the prediction
of the future, better understanding of the “system” is required, because not
only rising temperature but also interaction among the parts which consist of
the system may cause further change. Some of the most important processes
are interaction between vegetation and permafrost, carbon emissions, global
change of the temperature etc.
By transporting outside the North extracted resources for processing,
Yakutia are supplied from outside with goods and services for consumption
which cannot be produced in Yakutia. While precise data are lacking on the
circumpolar scale, there is every indication that globally the Arctic acts as an
exporter of raw materials and energy and an importer of final goods and services. For example, only 5 per cent of the Federation’s total population lives
in its Arctic regions, but the domestic product of those regions accounts for
11 per cent of the country’s overall economic activity. Nowhere else the gap
between these indicators is so large (Duhaime, 2006).
In Russia in 2013 were adopted a Strategy of Development of the Russian Arctic and national security for the period up to 2020. Such documents
regulating Arctic activities well established in other countries. This document
is aimed for:
- adaptation of social and economic systems of the Arctic to climate
change;
- international cooperation in the Arctic zone;
- involvement of indigenous people in the process of decision-making
about socio-economic development of the Arctic territories;
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- the Arctic multilevel (cooperative) management to ensure sustainable
development in the Arctic conditions in terms of the growing global risks and
uncertainty.
The main differences of the Russian Arctic from other Arctic areas is that the
scale of economic activity cannot be compared with other areas, and a large resource sector stocks far exceeds other circumpolar countries. You also cannot forget about the vast territory of the Russian Arctic which is almost equivalent to the
territory of the other seven countries. The standard of living in the Russian North
is not high enough; people are forced to experience a great shortage of goods and
their high cost in comparison with other regions of Russia which are located in
the south. In the first place these differences are caused by geographical location,
inaccessibility of these regions and lack of development in there.
Global perspectives of the Strategy are in the increase of demand for natural resources in emerging markets, national security and the sustainable use of
natural resources. Industrial prospects are concentrated in the implementation
of mega projects, in the modernization of the Northern Sea Route, in the rise
of the manufacturing sector of the Arctic and in the development of science
and innovation sector (Strategy, 2013).
On the one hand, if we talk about advantages of the “scheme”, there are
a number of social and economic advantages of Arctic development. For example, expansion of “Gazprom” in Yakutia is a strong incentive to increase
the level of social and economic development of the region. In particular, the
construction of gas transmission facilities will enable the development of gasification in Yakutia. “Yakutia– Khabarovsk – Vladivostok” pipeline will take
place through the southern regions of Yakutia . The pipeline route is chosen in
a way to gasify the maximum number of settlements. Nowadays, only 25% of
whole settlements in Yakutia are gasified.
In addition, the creation of Yakutian gas production center will increase
the level of employment of the local population. Emphasis is given to hiring
and training local people. During operation of the gas pipeline and production
facilities in the territory of the republic, “Gazprom” will need to use about
3,000 professionals. Today, “Gazprom” will organize training and studying
processes in the Russian specialized educational centers and universities,
stimulates the development of new educational programs (Gazprom’s Official Site, 2013).
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In common that all means building of social infrastructure (railroads,
roads, schools, hospitals etc.), development of research centers and universities, improving quality of life at the North (development of settlements by
gasification and connected growth of population), financial support for cultural and traditional projects, globalization.
On the other hand, we should not forget about negative impacts. It is, of
course, pollution of the environment, deforestation (in order to get more land
for building pipelines, railroads and for extracting fields). Nearly 200 million
tons of waste, 92 million tons of untreated or inadequately treated sewage,
182 tons of harmful emissions into the atmosphere are produced each year
in Yakutia. On January, 1 2009 the area of disturbed land was 34.3 thousand
hectares in Yakutia, including the development of mineral deposits - 23.4
hectares (71.3%). The most significant area of disturbed lands are concentrated in the areas of mining development: Mirny District - 8.92 hectares,
Neryungri District - 11.2 hectares, Aldan District - 4.8 hectares (Ecology of
Yakutia, 2013). Also there are a man-made hazards, if something as accidents
and failures happens during the work of big industrial machinery or if there
will be a blowout of pipeline. Anyway, any development at the state level
also carries the threat of assimilation and forgetting traditions for indigenous
nations and northerners. All it is called globalization (World Wildlife Fund,
2013).
There are three component areas which play an important role in the sustainability in the North. It is economic, social and environmental components.
Ignoring or neglecting at least one of them can lead to catastrophic consequences. In the process of research and development of the Arctic it is necessary to work in all these three component areas in the same time. From an
economic point of view it is probably still too early to begin extracting of the
Arctic shelf resources. But the presence of research centers in the Arctic will
have a positive impact on the development of the region. Opening of these
centers means that here will be investments which will lead to improvement
of life’s quality in the Arctic for people.
Finally, we just can make a conclusion that the northern region has a really big development potential. As a natural treasury, Russian Arctic keeps the
key to the future development of the country. Industrial development brings
more positive consequences for people than negative but only if it is carried
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out together with the environmental and cultural development. Anyway, we
cannot stop globalization and development. We have to learn how to use them
correctly for making life better and to use new scientific opportunities to solve
old ecological problems, to optimize human intervention in nature. We should
love and care for our planet and nature because the Arctic is “the keystone
ecosystem for the entire planet”, it is the heart of our world.
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Arctic Extractive Industries PhD programme
in Neryungyi, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
(November 10-15, 2014)

About the thematic network

Nenets reindeer herders at a pipeline crossing in Bovanenkovo observed
by Gazprom workers in the background. Yamal Pensinsula, West Siberia, 2013.
Photo: Florian Stammler

As much of future oil and gas development will happen in the Arctic, the links
between the circumpolar North and the rest of our planet will further increase as
well as the public impact of industrial development, not least on companies as
well as states’ reputations and most significantly on the populations which live
in the Arctic. It is known that economic activity and business development play
a crucial role in ensuring welfare and employment in the North. Petroleum and
other extractive industries can contribute to increasing capital, and employment
opportunities in the Arctic; however, successful establishment of these industries
requires further focus on the social, cultural, environmental and economic impacts from the local to the global level, and building competence and skill-sets
needed for industry support. Over the past several years, the need has become apparent to create a systematic means for generating new research (both theoretical
and practical) in the field of Arctic Extractive Industries.
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Main Activities
The main activity of the Thematic Network is a Pan-Arctic Extractive Industries PhD programme in the Social Sciences related to extractive industries. The format is that a limited number of PhD students from partner universities (usually not more than 15) meet intensively for a week with worldclass specialist Professors to discuss extractive industries social sciences in
the Arctic. Courses usually consist of a lecture series, and discussion sessions
where the PhD students works are analysed together among all course participants. The TN offers two such courses per year, organised by partner institutions within the TN (past courses see below). PhD students attending three of
these courses and completing the required assignments, including the participation in three relevant conferences or forums of the students’ choice, can get
a certificate issued by Uarctic that certifies their expertise in Arctic Extractive
Industries research and that they can use as an addendum to their PhD degree.
PhD courses:
• Topical Issues in Resources and Arctic Extractive Industries’ Developments.
• Arctic City-Communities and the Extractive Industries: Urbanisation,
Industrial Livelihoods and Sustainability-Considerations.
• Human Resource Issues in Extractive Industries.
• Legal and Political Economy Developments
The programme of the workshop
The Arctic is transforming rapidly in the 21st century, becoming a part of
the “global world”. This is importantly connected to the development of raw
materials: the Arctic is becoming a resource frontier that can compete with
any other analogous extraction centres worldwide.
There is a high need for developing a new regional Arctic policy based on
thoroughly planned system of impact assessments in the region. This has to
consider the significant changes in the relations, interests and possibilities of
states, regions, economic actors and the populations living on the land over
the resources.
Such a policy should be built on the principles of realism, pragmatism and
the use of best world practices for the development of economic, social as
well as administrative reforms.
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The Russian Federation has recently increased its focus on the Arctic. The
main priorities of this state interest are the following:
• Development of new oil and gas deposits, among others in Eastern Siberia and the Sakha Republic
• The creation of a unified pipeline and energy network system with Northern China, Korea and Japan
• Development and increase of efficiency in oil and gas processing and
petrochemistry.
• Development of coal industry
• Maintenance of high volumes in extraction of oil, gas, mineral resources
as well as forestry
The current conditions for such industrial development imply a continuous increase in tensions and conflicting interests between indigenous peoples,
industrial companies and the authorities.
The proposed course focused on related topics along the following lines
1. Regulatory processes in Arctic extractive industries
2. Legal developments in the Arctic region
3. Impact of extractive industries on Arctic social and economic development
4. Environmental processes in the Arctic in connection to industrial development
5. Rights of indigenous peoples in connection to Arctic extractive industrial development.
6. Questions concerning regional categorisation of the Arctic territories
This course has 40 academic hours of contact teaching, of which the equivalent of one full day will be reserved for PhD students’ papers discussion.
The lectures in this course were given by professors from Canada, Norway, Finland, and different Russian regions. PhD students eligible for this
course shall have a topic related to Arctic extractive industries and present a
paper, project, draft chapter or article for discussion in this course.
The completed course equals to 10 ECTS credits.
The course languаges were Russian and English.
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Media on UArctic PhD course in NEFU
Black Gold or black dirt in East Siberia?
Arctic Extractive Industries PhD programme
holds course in Neryungyi,
Republic of Sakha Yakutia
It was a fascinating week that the Extractive Industries Group spent in Neryungryi, Yakutia, one of the Soviet Union’s youngest single industry towns,
established in 1975. We were 6 professors/teachers and 9 PhD students in the
team, joint in the course lectures by students from the Neryungryi technical
institute, a branch of Russia’s North Eastern Federal University (Yakutsk).
Within the first 15 years of its existence, the population of the town skyrocketed already up to 100000 inhabitants, but once the construction of the town
and the coal mines (in the Soviet Union all open pit) was finished, the Soviet
Union was in the middle of perestroika, and as much as half of the population left again. We just experienced the celebrations for the 39th birthday of
the city. How many of us come from such a young place? Now Neryungryi
is a compact town of 50 000 people, with mainly two companies working
there in coal mining: Yakutugol, owned by its parent company Mechel Mining, running the main open pit in town, and recently started a giant new coal
development in the taiga, the Elginski deposit, which will be producing with
a few thousand fly-in fly-out workers four times more coal than all of Neryungryi did in the Soviet Union - with a town of a 100 000 people! The second
company here is Kolmar, which belongs to a wealthy Russian enterpreneur
called Gennadi Timchenko. At their Denisovski deposit, they produce coal
from underground mining, at a price per tonne of 1800 roubles. Recently the
coal price collapsed to 1400 roubles, making this development unprofitable.
Nonetheless, Timchenko has enough financial cushion to just stop producing coal, and instead investing a lot of money into building new mines and
processing plans, just for the future! The company has high hopes, especially
for Chinese and Japanese prices to go up, and invested into hiring more permanent staff, currently a bit more than 900. Interestingly, they decided not to
organise fly-in / fly-out work force. All their employees live locally in Ner64
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yungryi, as the fly-in / fly-out model was not considered reliable for this kind
of production. Instead, they hired recently 260 refugee coal miners from the
Ukrainian Donbass mining area. Here they also feel the political changes in
Russia’s relations with the West, as the company has to change from importing western mining technology to chinese technology. According to the main
engineer at Kolmar, Chinese equipment satisfies their needs too.

This kind of information we got as a group on our excursion to the industry sites. The visitor to South East Siberia gets a different view of regional
development at the small village of Iengra, where Evenki herders herd some
thousand reindeer in 10 herds of the local collective enterprise (still called
sovkhoz by herders), and a number of private herding groups (obshiny). Interestingly, their nomadic life was not as much subject to Soviet modernisation
policies as in other areas, even in North Yakutia. The Iengra Evenki seem to
have continued nomadic migrations with families all the way through the Soviet Union, while their children still go to the boarding school - a system that
was discontinued in other areas, such as in Chukotka or parts of the Nenets
Autonomous Okrug.
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Interestingly, the biggest problems that the Evenki have with industry is
not with coal mining, but with gold mining. The latter is organised very differently from the coal mining - namely in smaller companies with less significant gold extraction licences. They get their claims allocated mostly from
the district municipality, whereas the reindeer herders are registered with the
village council. This means for them that on paper they do not even compete
for land with the gold mining (artel, priiski). This industry - as Alexandra, a
chairperson from the Iengra culture house says - does not really care what is
going on around them. In other words, corporate social responsibility is not
even properly known as a concept. On the other hand, both of these livelihoods - herding and mining - are so far spatially not too much overlapping, as
the land around Neryungryi is rather sparsely populated.
A bit further away from Neryungryi, an hour’s drive, there is a hot spring,
which was a popular excursion trip among our PhD course group too. At a
mild minus 35 degrees centigrade we all enjoyed a warm bath, with our hair
getting frozen immediately.
The programme organisers Mikhail Prisyazhyi and Aitalina Ivanova from
Yakutsk (North Eastern Federal NEFU) University did a great job in dividing
our days between sessions and excursions, so that the participants really felt
how it made sense to have an extractive industries PhD school at a site where
the industry is actually active in extractive practices. A warm thank you to
both of them, and the whole team organising what was a remarkable course
event within our Phd programme on extractive industries.
More on the programme can be seen at our separate website, in Russian at
the news service of NEFU, and of course - as always - Arthur Mason’s visual
ethnographic diary of the whole event.
Florian Stammler, University of Rovaniemi, Arctic Center, Senior Researcher
(Florian Stammler, Arcticanthropology.org, 25.11.2014)
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СВФУ и Университет Арктики провели
курсы по добывающей промышленности
В Нерюнгри завершила работу выездная сессия семинара «Холодные
земли» – Cold Lands с участием аспирантов Университета Арктики. Аспирантские курсы по добывающей промышленности прошли с 9 по 15 ноября на базе Нерюнгринского технического института – филиала СВФУ.

The central open pit coal mine in Neryungryi. Photo: Florian Stammler

Как отметил проректор СВФУ по естественно-математическому направлению Михаил Присяжный, формат PhD-школы позволяет аспирантам фокусироваться на определенной научной проблеме, корректировать теоретико-методологический аппарат и структуру будущей диссертации.
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Соруководитель тематической сети, профессор Университета Тромсе
Гунхильд Гйорв Хугенсен поблагодарила организаторов за поддержку и
проведение курсов в Якутии. «Благодаря трэвел-грантам федерального
университета расширилась география участников проекта. СВФУ является ключевым партнером тематической сети, и норвежская сторона
поддержит заявки аспирантов СВФУ в системе трэвел-грантов в рамках
следующих курсов тематической сети», – отметила профессор.
Участникам и лекторам курсов были вручены сертификаты и благодарственные письма. За содействие в организации курсов отмечены сотрудники сектора научно-исследовательских работ студентов филиала
СВФУ в Нерюнгри.
Справка:
СВФУ в качестве активного члена Университета Арктики является
руководителем тематических сетей по региональному и местному развитию, коренным народам, а также входит в число учредителей новых
тематических сетей по мерзлотоведению и природным рискам. СВФУ
участвует в текущей деятельности и программах академической мобильности данных сетей.
(Dmitry OSIPOV, NEFU Newsroom, 19.11.2014)

Seminar «Сold Lands»: Development
of natural resources requires
a partnership approach
PhD School on mining industry of the Arctic University continues its work
at Neryungri Technical Institute - NEFU Branch.
The School Lecturers, NEFU Associate Professor Aytalina Ivanova and
research member of the Arctic Center of Lapland University Florian Stammler gave a lecture on the types of relations between the state, business and
local communities in the regions of the mining industry.
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The course organisers during the visit to the coal mine in Neryungri (left to right):
Gunhild Hoogenson-Gjorv, Mikhail Prisyazhniy, Aytalina Ivanova, Florian Stammler

“There are two approaches to the logic of the relationship between human
and natural resources - utilitarian and partner. As a rule, the representatives of
the mining industry and the state have utilitarian logic, and the local population, including indigenous peoples, have logic of partnership. Our research is
based on the example of the ratio of two types of logic in the mining region
on the example of Kamchatka Krai and the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)”,
anthropologist Florian Stammler said.
“There are three types of situations that arise as a result of the mining industries activities in the region: the confrontation, coexistence and co-neglect.
We concluded that the utilitarian approach to natural resources is prevalent in
the regions we studied. The rational political subordination under the dominant utilitarian approach may create the conditions for a partnership approach
in the development of natural resources and the avoidance of solving the
problem can lead to co-neglect on the part of different users of resources”,
senior lecturer of NEFU Faculty of Law Aytalina Ivanova said.
Reference:
Thematic network of the University of the Arctic on mining industry includes the University of Lapland (Finland), NEFU (Russia), European University at Saint Petersburg (Russia), Memorial University (Canada), the
University of Tromso (Norway), the University of Alaska (Fairbanks), the
University of Greenland. The main objective of the thematic network is to
build a research network within the frameworks of the master’s and doctoral
educational and research programs.
(Dmitry OSIPOV, NEFU Newsroom, 19.11.2014)
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북극 지역 대학교 대학원생들은 뉴린그리에서 «
monocities»문제들에 대해 논의했다
뉴린그리 공과대학교에서 진행된 «한지» 세미나에서 모스크바 국립 대
학교,핀란드,캐나다,일본,미국 대학교 대학원생들은 인물학,사회 지리
학,정치학,경제학 관점에서 북극 지역 광산업의 다양한 즉면들에 대해
발표를 했다.

토쿄 시립 대학교 대학원생 Uka Oishi는 한티과 네네츠 자
연 활용 실습의 민족적 연구의 결과에 대해 이야기했다.
«나는 학위 논문의 계획과 필드 연구들의 결과들에 대해 이야기했습니
다. 세미나는 일정 과학 문제에 집중하는데 도와주고 북극 우수 연구자
들의 추천을 받을 수 있게 해줍니다. 그래서 나는 북동연방대학교가 트
레벨 장학을 나에게 수려해주고 뉴린그리 오게 해 줘서  너무 감사합니
다.»라고 대학원생이 이야기했다.
모스크바 국립 대학교 지리학과  Khibiny 교육 및 과학 연구소 직원 Ulia
Zaika는  트레벨 장학금을 받아 왔으며 물만스크 «monocities»의 문제
점과 전망에 대해 이야기했다.
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«나는 물만스크 지방의 하나의 «monocity»에서 태어났으며 거시서 공
부했으며 지금은 일하고 있습니다.그래서 나에게  이 도시들의 문제들
은 중대합니다. 자기 연구를 통해서 나는 «monocity» 주민들의 중요성
을 강조하고 싶으며 북부 지역 «monocity»들의 발전의 길을 보고 싶습
니다.»라고 국제 청소년 폴라 연구위원회 집행 위원인 Ulia Zaika가 이
야기했다.
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Figure (1.) General orientation of the Kara Sea.

Figure (2.) Location and scale of South Kara Sea licenses

Figure (3.) Hubbert Peak Oil Curve depicting global oil production cycle
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